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Abstract
We revisit the issue of M5-brane instanton corrections to the super-
potential in F-theory compactifications on elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau
fourfolds. Elaborating on concrete geometries, we compare the instanton
zero modes for non-perturbative F-theory models with the zero modes in
their perturbative Sen limit. The fermionic matter zero modes localized
on the intersection of the instanton with the space-time filling D7-branes
show up in a geometric way in F-theory. Methods for their computation
are developed and, not surprisingly, exceptional gauge group structures
do appear. Finally, quite intriguing geometrical aspects of the one-loop
determinant are discussed.
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1 Introduction
Recently it was realized that F-theory compactifications on singular Calabi-Yau
fourfolds provide an arena for four-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric GUT like
string models, where most of the obstacles of heterotic and perturbative D-brane
models can be overcome (see for instance [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] or for a more
formal respectively phenomenological review [11] and [12]). First by realizing the
GUT symmetry on a 7-brane wrapping a shrinkable four-cycle of del Pezzo type,
the size of the gravitational coupling can be decoupled from the gauge coupling,
i.e. there exists a mechanism for explaining the high scale hierarchy between the
GUT and the Planck scale. Moreover, in contrast to perturbative orientifolds with
only D7-branes, all SU(5) Yukawa couplings are naturally present in F-theory and
are generically of the same order of magnitude. Recall that in perturbative Type
IIB constructions the 10 10 5H Yukawa coupling is absent [13] and can only be
generated by Euclidean D3-brane instantons (also called E3-brane) with the right
number of fermionic zero modes [14].
Such D-brane instanton effects in Type II orientifolds were one of the main
areas of research in string theory during the last three years [15, 16, 17, 18]
and it has led to a detailed understanding of their zero mode structure and of
their effects on the various terms in the effective four-dimensional supergravity
theory (see [19] for a review). Clearly, for perturbatively absent couplings these
instanton effects can become dominant and their understanding is important for
the dynamics of the whole system. Since the holomorphic superpotential enjoys
the very strong stringy non-renormalization theorem that it receives no string
loop corrections at all, one can easily face the aforementioned situation.
Such corrections are very important in particular for the superpotential of
the scalar moduli fields, as these non-perturbative effects can lead to either a
disastrous destabilization or a welcomed stabilization of the moduli controlling
the action of the instanton. More concretely, it is known that the Type IIB tree-
level superpotential only depends on the complex structure moduli, the dilaton
and the brane moduli, but not on the Ka¨hler moduli. The first correction de-
pending on the Ka¨hler moduli therefore comes from E3-brane instantons. It is
precisely this structure that is at the core of the KKLT [20] and LARGE-volume
[21] scenario of Type IIB moduli stabilization.
Clearly, analogous effects are also present in non-perturbative F-theory com-
pactifications and need to be understood. While the tree-level F-theory superpo-
tential has already been the subject of some recent activities [22, 23, 24], here we
will focus on instanton generated corrections. We consider F-theory on a Calabi-
Yau fourfold Z4, elliptically fibered over a threefold base B3 = X3/σ, which can
be regarded as the orientifold quotient of a Calabi-Yau threefold X3. One can
define F-theory on such a fourfold as M-theory on the same fourfold in the limit
of vanishing size of the elliptic fiber. It has been argued in [25] that the M-theory
description of the instantons relevant for correcting the N = 1 superpotential are
the M5-brane instantons introduced in [26] (see also [27]). If these M5-branes
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wrap the elliptic fiber entirely, they descend to E3-brane instantons in Type IIB.
As derived in [25], a necessary condition for such an instanton, wrapping a divisor
threefold M3 ⊂ Z4, to contribute to the superpotential is that the holomorphic
Euler characteristic is equal to one, i.e. χ(M3,O) = 1. Note that such a vertical
divisor M3 is itself elliptically-fibered over a surface E2 ⊂ B3. More precisely,
the surface E2 = E2/σ can be regarded as the orientifold quotient of the surface
E2 ⊂ X3 wrapped by the E3-instanton in the Calabi-Yau threefold.
The situation and our notation are summarized in Figure 1. There we have
also shown the location of the 7-branes both in F-theory and in the Type IIB
orientifold. In F-theory, for a smooth Weierstraß fibration the elliptic fiber de-
generates over a surface in B3, which has a cusp singularity. In the weak coupling
so-called Sen limit it splits into an O7-plane and a single orientifold invariant
D7-brane with a curve worth of double points on the O7-plane, and a number of
pinch points on that curve.
Figure 1: Geometric setting
It is the aim of this paper to investigate the zero mode structure of such
vertical M5-brane instantons in much more detail1. This is not a straightforward
task since, as opposed to D-brane instantons, the effective theory on the M5-brane
is not well understood. It is not a six-dimensional gauge theory like for D-branes
but rather a theory with a self-dual two-form. Therefore, this is momentarily
not a very practical starting point. We take a back-route and start with the
well understood structure of Euclidean E3-branes in Type IIB orientifolds and
ask how they uplift to F-theory. For this latter purpose we can use the results
of [34, 35, 36], where for certain orientifolds on Calabi-Yau threefolds, the F-
theory uplift geometry could be determined explicitly. We will see that this way
of studying M5-instantons initially on a case by case basis is very powerful and
1See [28, 29, 30, 31] for recent work in the context of local F-theory GUT models in this
direction and see [32, 33] for work on F-theory superpotentials via string dualities.
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by generalization allows us to clarify quite a number of issues concerning the
zero modes of M5-instantons. For simplicity, we will focus on the case without
four-form fluxes.
First, studying the uplift of O(1) E3-brane instantons, we will find the in-
terpretation of the cohomology classes H i,0(M), i = 0, . . . , 3 from the Type
IIB perspective.2 In M-theory these modes are given by Euclidean M2-branes
with two-dimensional boundaries ending on the M5-brane. Second, the uplift of
U(1) instantons turns out to be highly non-trivial and depends on whether the
M5-brane intersects certain components of the discriminant locus, i.e. if the el-
liptically fibered threefold M degenerates over certain curves C in the instanton
base E . If there is no degeneration at all, the topology isM = T 2×E and we in-
deed find the additional universal zero modes (denoted as τ α˙ in [40]). If however
the SL(2,Z) monodromy is generic, then the zero mode τ α˙ is non-perturbatively
lifted.
From E3-brane instantons in Type IIB orientifolds one expects that beyond
the already mentioned zero modes, there are also so-called matter zero modes,
which arise from the intersection of the E3-instanton with the D7-branes [15,
16]. We will argue that such zero modes are also present in F-theory and arise
from degenerations of the elliptically-fibered M5-brane M over curves in the
base E . These degenerations generically extend to higher rank over points in E ,
which in this context encode the Yukawa type couplings between one matter field
and two instantonic matter zero modes. These latter couplings are important
for absorbing the fermionic zero modes. They arise from Euclidean M2-branes
wrapping three-chains with boundaries ending on the M5-brane.
In generic settings the discriminant locus on the F-theory side splits into a
number of smooth components and a singular remainder where the fiber degen-
erates to non-ADE Kodaira singularity type I1. Matter zero modes arising from
the intersection with smooth components can be handled rather canonically —
it is not necessary to resolve the ADE degeneration of the fiber along the in-
tersection curve to properly count the modes. However, the situation is more
involved for a singular component, because both the intersection curve between
the E3- and D7-brane in Type IIB and the intersection curve with the M5-brane
in F-theory both contain singularities. This requires a careful desingularization
on both sides in order to compare the relevant quantities for charged matter zero
mode counting.
The non-perturbative perspective obtained from this matching reveals some
interesting insights: On the F-theory side some of the matter zero modes pair up
if one moves away from the perturbative Sen limit. Most importantly, there are
charged zero modes on the F-theory side which are not counted by χ(M,OM).
This leads to a strong sufficient criterion for the existence of destabilizing in-
stanton corrections to the superpotential, which is quite similar to the analogous
heterotic result for world-sheet instantons.
2Part of our results one might be able to anticipate from the earlier work of [37, 38, 39]. We
would like to thank Volker Braun for pointing this out to us.
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Another aspect we will study is a direct relation between the topology of
the E3-instanton divisor and the (resolved) E3-D7 intersection curve C on the
Type IIB side, to the topology of the M5-braneM on the F-theory side. Naively
one would expect that suitable involution-even/odd combinations of the cycles in
the base E combined with the T 2 fiber cycles to entirely describe the M5-brane
topology, but we will find that some cycles do not directly arise in this fashion.
Indeed there are additional three-cycles arising from σ-odd one-cycles of the curve
C. This ultimately allows to express the entire M5-brane topology (i.e. Hodge
diamond) in terms of the E3-brane topology and the genus of the (resolved) Type
IIB E3-D7 intersection curves.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review known aspects of
E3-instanton zero modes in orientifold compactifications, establish some defini-
tions and motivate a relation between E3-instanton zero modes and M5-brane
zero modes. In section 3, we focus on identifying the uncharged zero modes of
both O(1)- and U(1)-type E3-brane instantons. By studying a concrete example,
we infer the rules for translating these zero modes into the zero modes of their
uplifted, M5-brane instanton counterparts. From this, we establish a general dic-
tionary between the cohomology of the M5-brane divisor, and the Z2-equivariant
cohomology of the E3-brane divisor. We find that the τ -mode of a U(1)-instanton
generically gets non-perturbatively lifted. We then proceed to study an explicit
U(1)-instanton that avoids this lifting.
In section 4, we proceed to uncover the nature of charged zero modes arising
from the intersection of the E3 and the D7-branes present. We first study the
modes arising from intersections with stacks of smooth, GUT-like D7 stacks.
Guided also by duality to the heterotic string, we propose how this generalizes
to genuine F-theory models. We make a novel, concrete proposal for determining
the Yukawa couplings that are generated by such modes. We then move on to
study the charged zero modes arising from the intersection of the E3-brane with
a generic D7-brane. Since such a brane necessarily has a singular shape, this
requires a desingularization of the intersection curve. We study the counterpart
of these modes in the “downstairs”, geometry, away from the perturbative Sen
limit. We find that, non-perturbatively, some of these charged modes are always
lifted.
We then proceed to complete the study of the cohomology of the M5-brane.
We propose a dictionary that accounts for the full Hodge diamond of the M5-
brane in terms of the equivariant cohomologies of the E3-brane and of the (desin-
gularized) intersection curve between the E3-brane and a generic D7-brane. Fi-
nally, we give an interpretation of the three-cycles of the M5-brane, using the
analysis of [41]. We find, that the charged zero modes and the NSNS B-field
both play a non-trivial role in determining possible cancellations of the one-loop
determinant of the superpotential.
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2 Instantons in Type IIB and F-theory
Before moving to F-theory, let us start by collecting a number of well established
results on the zero mode structure of Euclidean D3-brane instantons in Type IIB
orientifolds.
We are considering the Type IIB superstring compactified on a Calabi-Yau
threefold X and take the quotient by an orientifold projection Ωσ(−1)FL , where
Ω denotes the world-sheet parity transformation, FL the left-moving space-time
fermion number and σ a holomorphic involution satisfying σ∗(J) = J and σ∗(Ω3) =
−Ω3. Here Ω3 is the holomorphic (3, 0)-form on X .3
The fixed point locus of the holomorphic involution σ defines a holomorphic
four-cycle in X and supports an O7-plane. The induced R-R eight-form tadpole
is canceled by introducing D7-branes in the background, which in general wrap
different four-cycles. The massless modes in four-dimensions consist of a number
of U(N) and SO(2N)/SP (2N) gauge fields with charged matter fields localized
on the intersections between pairs of D7-branes. In general these intersections
are two-cycles in X , so that chirality only appears by turning on additional
background gauge fields on the D7-branes.
Now, one can consider the effects Euclidean E3-instantons can have on these
models. Such an instantonic brane also wraps a holomorphic four-cycle E on
X and is point-like in the four-dimensional space. For deciding which four-
dimensional couplings receive corrections from such an instanton, it is important
to know its zero mode structure. This has been studied and here we summarize
the main findings which are important for us.
First there are zero modes arising from open strings with both ends on the
E3-brane. If the four-cycle E is not in a σ invariant position, a mirror image
E ′ of the E3-brane has to be introduced. Since this pair of branes carries a
unitary Chan-Paton label, these instantons are called U(1) instantons. Since the
orientifold projection just maps the E − E open strings to the E ′ − E ′ open
strings, one gets the set of zero modes in Table 1.
zero modes statistics number
Xµ bose 1
θα fermi 1
τ α˙ fermi 1
(w, γα, γα˙) (bose,fermi) H
1,0(E)
(c, χα, χα˙) (bose,fermi) H
2,0(E)
Table 1: E − E zero modes for U(1) instanton.
The zero modes Xµ, θα and τ α˙ are also called universal zero modes, as they
do not depend on the internal geometry of the four-cycle E. The remaining
3For GUT model building in this framework see [42].
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ones can be considered as Wilson-line and deformation zero modes, i.e. as Gold-
stone bosons and Goldstinos of brane deformation moduli. For contributions to
the holomorphic superpotential the anti-holomorphic τ α˙ zero modes have to be
removed, which happens if the instanton is placed in an orientifold invariant po-
sition. In this case the Ωσ(−1)FL projection acts non-trivially on the zero modes
in Table 1. In particular, the Wilson-line and deformation moduli split into σ
even and odd parts
H1,0 = H1,0+ ⊕H
1,0
− , H
2,0 = H2,0+ ⊕H
2,0
− . (1)
In the case that on the world-volume the projection acts by anti-symmetrization,
one gets an O(1) instanton with the zero modes [17, 43, 18, 40] shown in Table
2.
zero modes statistics number
(Xµ, θα) (bose, fermi) 1
τ α˙ fermi 0
γα fermi H
1,0
+ (E)
(w, γα˙) (bose, fermi) H
1,0
− (E)
χα fermi H
2,0
+ (E)
(c, χα˙) (bose, fermi) H
2,0
− (E)
Table 2: E −E zero modes for O(1) instanton.
One can define two chiral indices. First there is the usual holomorphic Euler
characteristic of the divisor E
χ(E,OE) =
2∑
i=0
(−1)i hi(E,OE) =
2∑
i=0
(−1)i hi,0(E) (2)
and second one can define an index taking the Z2 action of σ into account
χσ(E,OE) =
2∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
hi,0+ (E)− h
i,0
− (E)
)
. (3)
Looking more closely at the chirality and statistics of the zero modes listed in
Table 1, motivates us to define a four vector h = (h0, h1, h2, h3) by
h(E) =
(
h0,0+ (E) , h
0,0
− (E) + h
1,0
+ (E) , h
1,0
− (E) + h
2,0
+ (E) , h
2,0
− (E)
)
. (4)
Obviously, its index satisfies
χσ(E,OE) =
3∑
i=0
(−1)i hi(E) . (5)
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One of the objectives of this paper is to clarify the relation between the
description of the just described Euclidean D3-brane instantons in Type IIB
orientifolds and their uplift to vertical M5-brane instantons in F-theory, i.e. more
precisely the zero size fiber limit ρ → 0 of vertical M5-brane instantons in M-
theory. A vertical divisor M is one which can be written as the pre-image of a
complex two-dimensional divisor E ⊂ B, i.e. M = π−1(E) ⊂ Z. The divisor E is
the quotient of the divisor E on which the E3-brane is wrapped by the involution
σ. Concerning the latter, it was argued in [25] that a necessary condition for such
an instanton to contribute to the superpotential is
χ(M,OM) =
3∑
i=0
(−1)i hi(M,OM) = 1 . (6)
A sufficient condition is that beyond the universal zero modes, there are no
additional deformation zero modes, i.e. h1,0(M) = h2,0(M) = h3,0(M) = 0.
Apparently, for F-theory instantons there are four relevant cohomology classes
hi,0(M) and for Type IIB orientifold instantons only three.
It is well known from Type IIB orientifolds that the so far discussed zero modes
are not complete. There also exist fermionic zero modes from the intersection
of the instanton with the space-time filling D7-branes. These are the so-called
charged matter zero modes and their existence provides further strong constraints
for which four-dimensional (charged) couplings can receive instanton corrections.
For an E3-brane wrapping a four-cycle E and a stack of D7-branes wrapping a
four-cycle D and carrying a U(N) Chan-Paton gauge group, these matter zero
modes are localized on the intersection curve C = E ∩D. If the D7-branes carry
a line bundle L with connection in the diagonal U(1) ⊂ U(N), the number of
such matter zero modes is counted by the cohomology groups
H i
(
C,L⊗K1/2C
)
, i ∈ {0, 1} . (7)
This implies that chiral zero modes are only possible for a non-trivial line bundle
L.
By uplifting, one also expects the appearance of such matter zero modes for
the M5-brane instanton in F-theory. These modes must come from the intersec-
tion of the divisor M with the components of the discriminant of the elliptically
fibered Calabi-Yau fourfold. It is the second aim of this paper to properly de-
scribe these matter zero modes in F-theory and give clear conditions in which
case an M5-instanton can contribute to which coupling in the (charged part of
the) superpotential.
3 Uncharged zero modes
The aim of this section is to exemplify the appearance of the uncharged zero
modes from Table 2 for a concrete example. Most explicit computations in the
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literature have been carried out for toroidal orientifolds, where conformal field
theory techniques are available. Here we will discuss genuine Calabi-Yau geome-
tries so that appropriate methods to compute the relevant line bundle cohomology
groups need to be employed. The example we will use is the Calabi-Yau threefold
P
4
11114[8] where the orientifold involution acts as a reflection of the homogeneous
coordinate of degree four. The F-theory uplift of this simple orientifold has been
discussed in quite some detail in [44] and is given by the Weierstraß fibration
over the smooth threefold base P3. For completeness, let us first summarize some
geometric facts about the Type IIB geometry.
3.1 The orientifold geometry
Let us consider the Type IIB superstring compactified on the Calabi-Yau three-
fold X = P411114[8](149,1). We denote by (u1, . . . , u4, ξ) the homogeneous coordi-
nates of the weighted projective space. As indicated, the threefold hypersurface
has h1,1 = 1 Ka¨hler moduli and h1,2 = 149 complex structure moduli, which leads
to an Euler characteristic of χ(X) = −296. For properly defining the weighted
projective space, one has to remove the point u1 = u2 = u3 = u4 = ξ = 0. In
more sophisticated terms, the information about this removed set is given by the
Stanley-Reisner ideal
SR(X) = 〈u1u2u3u4ξ〉 . (8)
In order for X to be invariant under the orientifold involution Ωσ(−1)FL where
σ : ξ 7→ −ξ , (9)
the homogeneous degree-8 polynomial has to be chosen appropriately, i.e. part of
the complex structure moduli are fixed. Let us define the basic divisor inH4(X,Z)
by H = {ui = 0}. The fixed point locus ξ = 0 of the orientifold projection
defines the O7-plane, which homologically is a divisor [O7] = 4H ∈ H4(X,Z).
The triple intersection of H in X is readily found to be IX = 2H
3. Note that
the tangent bundle of the Calabi-Yau threefold is defined by the cohomology
TX = Kernf/Im g of the sequence
0 −→ OX
g
−→
4⊕
i=1
OX(1)⊕OX(4)
f
−→ OX(8) −→ 0 . (10)
The orientifold plane induces a tadpole 32H , which has to be canceled by
additional D7-branes. The intriguing result of Sen [45, 46] is that in the case
that only a single D7-brane is present, it has to have a double intersection with
the O7-plane, i.e. it is not the most generic hypersurface in 32H but has the
constrained form
η2n − ξ
2 χ2n−8 = 0 . (11)
for n = 16. For later purposes we have left the degree of the constraints as a free
parameter. Schematically, such an O(1) brane is shown in the left of Figure 2.
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Figure 2: single O(1) D7-brane - U(1) brane/image-brane pair
For the special choice χ2n−8 = ψ
2
n−4 with n ≥ 4 the single orientifold invariant
D7-brane carrying a Chan-Paton gauge group SO(1) splits into a brane/image-
brane pair
η2n − ξ
2 χ2n−8 = (ηn + ξ ψn−4)(ηn − ξ ψn−4) = 0 (12)
carrying a gauge group U(1). We denote the respective four-cycles as D and D′.
Recombining this pair of D7-branes by giving VEV to massless fields localized on
the intersection D7−D7’ gives back the single brane (11). However, as pointed
out in [44], there is a subtlety as the D3-brane tadpole contributions of the two
brane configurations are not equal. This is reconciled by turning on a non-trivial
line bundle on the brane/image-brane configuration
D7 : L = O
(
n−4
2
)
, D7′ : L′ = O
(
−n−4
2
)
. (13)
For more details we refer the reader to ref. [44].
Since it will become important later, here we discuss the moduli spaces of the
single brane (11) and brane/image-brane pair (12) in more detail. The moduli
space of the single SO(1) brane consists of those deformations which preserve the
non-generic form (11). The number of these deformations has been computed in
[44] as
NSO(1) =
(
n+ 3
3
)
+
(
2n− 8 + 3
3
)
−
(
n− 8 + 3
3
)
− 1
=
4
3
n3 − 8n2 +
59
3
n .
(14)
This is expected to be the same as the deformations of the brane/image-brane
system after brane recombination has been taken into account.
First there are the transverse deformations of the D7-brane. These can simply
be counted as follows:4 For simplicity we write the degree-8 hypersurface con-
straint in P411114 as ξ
2 = P8(~u). Then up to an overall rescaling, the deformations
of a generic degree n hypersurface in X are given by all polynomials of degree n
modulo the relation ξ2 = P8(~u). The latter allows us to get rid of all terms ξ
k
4A more formal computation will be presented in the next subsection.
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with k ≥ 2. Therefore, we solely have to count the number of polynomials Pn(~u)
and Pn−4(~u) and get
ND7−D7 =
(
n+ 3
3
)
+
(
n− 1
3
)
− 1 =
n
3
(n2 + 11)− 1 . (15)
In addition one has the brane recombinations localized on the intersection
curve C = D ∩D′, which naively one might expect to be counted by H∗(C,L2⊗
K
1/2
C ). However, the situation is a bit more subtle, as one has to take the ori-
entifold projection into account. Open strings stretched between the D7 and its
mirror D7’ brane get symmetrized respectively anti-symmetrized. Clearly, the
anti-symmetric modes are completely projected out so that one is only interested
in the symmetrized modes, which are counted by H∗−(C,L
2 ⊗K1/2C ). The chiral
index of these modes can be computed via [47, 42]
χ−(D7,D7
′) =
1
2
(∫
X
D ∧D′ ∧ c1(L
2)− 2
∫
X
D ∧O7 ∧ c1(L)
)
= n2(n− 4)− 4n(n− 4) = n(n− 4)2 .
(16)
The problem of really computing the individual cohomology groups has been
solved in [48], to which we refer for more details5. What we can however quite
easily compute is the total cohomology class H1(C,L2 ⊗K1/2C ), which via Serre
duality is related to H0(C,OC(4)). For n > 4 this is simply the number of global
sections of OX(4), which gives H0(C,OC(4)) = 36. As shown in [48], the modes
localized on the O7-plane, i.e. on the curve CO7 = O7 ∩ D, contribute only to
H i+(C,L
2⊗K1/2C ). Here again we can easily determine H
1(CO7, L⊗K
1/2
CO7
), which
is related by Serre duality to H0(CO7,OCO7(4)) = 35. Therefore, we can already
conclude that H1−(C,L
2 ⊗K1/2C ) can only be zero or one. If it were zero, then
the brane/image-brane pair could not recombine, as the D-term constraint of
the U(1) gauge symmetry on the D7−D7’ pair could not be satisfied. Since the
recombined cycle exists, we must have H1−(C,L
2 ⊗K1/2C ) = 1 so that
H0−(C,L
2 ⊗K1/2C ) = n(n− 4)
2 + 1, H1−(C,L
2 ⊗K1/2C ) = 1 . (19)
5The symmetrized modes arise entirely from that part of the intersection curve C, which
does not lie on the orientifold plane. This means that it is localized on the curve
C′ = D ∩D′ −D ∩O7 , (17)
more precisely on the Z2 quotient of this curve C
′/σ. However, this quotient is singular as C′
still does intersect the orientifold plane in R = D ∩ (D−O7) ∩O7 ramification points. Taking
this properly into account amounts to the following number of symmetric modes
Hi
−
(C,L2 ⊗K
1/2
C ) = H
i(C′/σ , L˜|C′/σ)
with c1(L˜)|C′/σ = c1(L⊗K
1/2
D7 )|C′ −
R
2
.
(18)
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The total number of recombination modes is NSD7−D7′ = n(n − 4)
2 + 2. Adding
up all the zero modes from the eqs. (15) and (19) we find the relation
NSO(1) = ND7−D7 +N
S
D7−D7′ − 1 , (20)
which is precisely what one expects for the dimension of the moduli space in a
brane recombination process. The extra (−1) indicates that the U(1) D-term
constraint lifts one of the D7−D7’ modes.
3.2 O(1) E3-brane instantons
Now we consider a Euclidean E3-brane wrapping a divisor E ∈ H4(X,Z), which
is also invariant under the orientifold projection. Note that as opposed to the
just discussed D7-brane case, there is no reason why the E3-brane cannot wrap
the most generic hypersurface in its homology class. This is schematically shown
in Figure 3.
Figure 3: single O(1) E3-brane - U(1) brane/image-brane pair
Now we will compute the uncharged instanton zero modes for such a Euclidean
E3-brane. Let us consider the divisors En defined by a generic hypersurface
constraint of degree n. The intersection form IX on the Calabi-Yau threefold
induces the intersection form IEn = 2nH
2 on the divisor En. Moreover, the
tangent bundle of En is defined via the sequence
0 −→ OEn −→
4⊕
i=1
OEn(1)⊕OEn(4) −→ OEn(8)⊕OEn(n) −→ 0 . (21)
Using that the total Chern class of TEn is given by
c(TEn) =
(1 +H)4 (1 + 4H)
(1 + 8H) (1 + nH)
∣∣∣∣
En
= 1− nH + (n2 + 22)H2 , (22)
it is straightforward to compute the holomorphic Euler characteristic
χ(En,OEn) =
1
12
∫
En
(
c21(En) + c2(En)
)
=
n
3
(
n2 + 11
)
.
(23)
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For computing the individual cohomology classes hi(En,O) we have to work a
little more. For this purpose we first employ the Koszul sequence
0 −→ OX(−n) −֒→ OX −։ OEn −→ 0 (24)
to relate the cohomology on En to the one on the Calabi-Yau threefold X . Here
we have h∗(OX) = (1, 0, 0, 1) and for OX(−n) we are using a second Koszul
sequence
0 −→ OA(−n− 8) −֒→ OA(−n) −։ OX(−n) −→ 0 (25)
to relate the cohomology classes to the ones on the ambient fourfold A = P411114.
Now, using the algorithm of [49, 50] to compute cohomology classes of line bundles
over toric varieties, we find that the only non-vanishing cohomology classes are
H4 (A,OA(−n)) and H4 (A,OA(−n− 8)), which are generated by the following
local sections in Cˇech cohomology:
H4 (A,OA(−n)) :
1
u1 u2 u3 u4 ξ Pn−8(~u, ξ)
H4 (A,OA(−n− 8)) :
1
u1 u2 u3 u4 ξ Pn(~u, ξ)
.
(26)
where Pn denotes a polynomial of degree n in the homogeneous coordinates. The
number pn of such polynomials can be written as
pn =
[n/4]∑
k=0
(
n− 4k + 3
3
)
(27)
so that the Koszul sequences finally give
h∗(En,OEn) = (1, 0, pn − pn−8 − 1) . (28)
One can show that this is consistent with the holomorphic Euler characteristic
in eq. (23). Therefore none of the divisors En admit any non-trivial Wilson lines
but generically do have transverse deformations.
Since we are considering O(1)-instantons, it is not sufficient to compute h0,i
but instead we require the σ-invariant and anti-invariant parts of these Hodge
numbers, h0,i± (En). Since we know already that h
1(En,OEn) = 0, these indi-
vidual numbers can simply be computed by the Lefschetz index theorem from
appendix A. We have already computed χ(En,OEn). For the index χ
σ(En,OEn)
one obtains
χσ(En,OEn) = −2 ·
1
4
n2 · 4 = −2n2 . (29)
Serre duality tells us that h0,2 equals the number of sections of the normal bundle,
so we can independently count these and deduce the Hodge numbers.6 Hence,
6Note that Serre duality relates h0,2(E,O) = h0(E,NE) via contraction of the section of
the normal bundle with the holomorphic three-form Ω. However, since the latter is odd under
the orientifold action, this means that σ-invariant sections of the normal bundle are counted
by h0,2
−
, and σ-odd sections are counted by h0,2+ . For this simple model, the reader can easily
check this explicitly for low n.
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we automatically deduce the following:
h0,2+ (En) =
1
6
(n3 + 11n)− n2 − 1
h0,2− (En) =
1
6
(n3 + 11n) + n2 ,
(30)
which we can also summarize as
h(En) =
(
1, 0,
(
n−1
3
)
,
(
n+3
3
)
− 1
)
. (31)
3.3 U(1) E3-brane instantons
Now let us choose n = 2m for m ≥ 4 and consider a brane/image-brane pair of
Euclidean E3-branes
E3 : (ηm + ξ ψm−4) , E3
′ : (ηm − ξ ψm−4) = 0 . (32)
For this system to have the same charges with respect to the R-R C4 and C0 form
as the recombined O(1) instanton, the world-volumes of the two branes must also
carry non-trivial line bundles
E3 : L = O
(
−m
2
)
, E3′ : L′ = O
(
m
2
)
. (33)
Note that this is also the right gauge flux to cancel the Freed-Witten anomaly in
the case that m is odd.
Since the two instantons are exchanged under the orientifold projection, one
gets the zero modes
h0±(Em,OEm) = 1, h
2
±(Em,OEm) =
1
3
(m3 + 11m)− 1 (34)
and h1±(Em,OEm) = 0. The extra universal zero mode h
0
−(Em,OEm) = 1 indicates
that this is a U(1) instanton. We can also write these contributions as
h(E3− E3) =
(
1, 1, 1
3
(m3 + 11m)− 1, 1
3
(m3 + 11m)− 1
)
. (35)
In this case one expects additional zero modes on the intersection of the
E3-brane and its orientifold image E3’. The E3-instanton and its orientifold
image intersect over the curve C = E3 ∩ E3′ with KC = O(2m). Analogous
to the previously discussed recombination of the D7−D7’ system, by definition
the homology class of this curve is invariant under σ so that we can split the
cohomology classes in σ invariant and anti-invariant pieces. Let us compute7
H i±(C,L
2 ⊗K
1
2
C ) = H
i
±(C,OC) , i = 0, 1 . (36)
7Since C is not smooth, one has again to apply the formalism of [48], which gives the same
result.
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The holomorphic Euler characteristic of the curve C can readily be computed as
χ(C,OC) = −2m
3 , (37)
from which we conclude with h0(C,OC) = 1 that h
1(C,OC) = 2m
3 + 1.
The chiral index for the invariant and anti-invariant cohomologies can be
computed via eq. (16)
h0−(C,OC)− h
1
−(C,OC) = −m
2 (m− 4) , (38)
with (37) leading to
h0+(C,OC)− h
1
+(C,OC) = −m
2 (m+ 4) . (39)
With h0+(C,OC) = 1 we can conclude
h0+(C,OC) = 1 h
0
−(C,OC) = 0
h1+(C,OC) = m
3 + 4m2 + 1 h1−(C,OC) = m
3 − 4m2 .
(40)
To see what is happening, let us put these numbers in another h four-vector
h(E3−E3′) =
(
0 , h0−(C,OC) , h
0
+(C,OC) + h
1
−(C,OC) , h
1
+(C,OC)
)
=
(
0, 0, m3 − 4m2 + 1, m3 + 4m+ 1
)
.
(41)
Now, recombining this E3−E3’ system, one pair of modes pairs up. Introducing
h(recomb) = (0, 1, 1, 0), we obtain for the total number of zero modes
h(E3− E3) + h(E3−E3′)− h(recomb) =
=
(
1, 0, 4
3
m3 − 4m2 + 11
3
m− 1, 4
3
m3 + 4m2 + 11
3
m
)
=
(
1, 0,
(
2m−1
3
)
,
(
2m+3
3
)
− 1
)
= h(E2m) .
(42)
Thus the dimensions of instanton moduli spaces of the single O(1) instanton and
the recombined U(1) instanton pair perfectly match.
3.4 F-theory uplift
Next we consider the F-theory uplift to a Calabi-Yau fourfold Z of this simple
orientifold model. It is given by the Weierstraß fibration over the threefold base
P
3. By adding the elliptic fibration in the form of a P2231[6]-bundle, the Calabi-
Yau fourfold Z can be described as a degree-6 hypersurface in a toric ambient
fivefold A. The toric data are presented in Table 3.
Using standard methods of toric geometry, we can compute various topological
quantities. First, the number of Ka¨hler moduli is h1,1 = 2. Choosing as a basis
of the Poincare´ dual H6(Z,Z) the divisors σ = {z = 0} (the embedding of the
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vertices of the coords GLSM charges divisor class
polyhedron / fan Q1 Q2
ρ1=( 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 ) x 2 0 2σ + 8H
ρ2=( 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 ) y 3 0 3σ + 12H
ρ3=( 0, 0, 0, −2, −3 ) z 1 −4 σ
ρ4=(−1, −1, −1, −8, −12 ) u1 0 1 H
ρ5=( 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) u2 0 1 H
ρ6=( 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 ) u3 0 1 H
ρ7=( 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 ) u4 0 1 H
conditions: 6 0
Table 3: Toric data for the F-theory uplift fourfold over P3.
P
3 basis) and H = {u1 = 0} (the pull-back π−1(P2)), the intersection form can
be computed as
IZ = −64σ
4 + 16σ3H − 4σ2H2 + σH3. (43)
From this one determines χ(Z) = 23328. Moreover, there are h3,1 = 3874 complex
structure deformations as well as h2,1 = 0 and h2,2 = 15564.
Now, we consider the divisorsMn = nH , which are nothing else than π−1(En),
i.e. the pull-back of the divisors En in the base P3, where En = En/σ. The holo-
morphic Euler characteristic of any threefold divisorMn can be readily computed
by
χ(Mn,OMn) =
3∑
i=0
(−1)ihi(Mn,OMn)
=
1
24
∫
Mn
c1(Mn) c2(Mn)
= −2n2 ,
(44)
which looks completely different from the Euler characteristic of E in eq. (23)
but apparently equals precisely the Z2 Euler characteristic χ
σ(E,OE) in (29).
To see what is going on, we have to compute not only the index but the
individual cohomology classes H i(Mn,OMn). For this purpose we use the Koszul
sequence
0 −→ OZ(0,−n) −֒→ OZ −։ OMn −→ 0 (45)
and the associated long exact sequence in cohomology to relate H i(Mn,OMn) to
line-bundle cohomologies on the Calabi-Yau fourfold Z. For the cohomology of
the structure sheaf on Z one simply finds hi(Z,OZ) = hi,0(Z) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1). To
compute the cohomologies of OZ(0,−n), we employ a second Koszul sequence
0 −→ OA(−6,−n) −֒→ OA(0,−n) −։ OZ(0,−n) −→ 0 (46)
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to relate them to the cohomology classes of line bundles on the toric ambient
fivefold A, which is described by the toric data in Table 3. Using the combina-
torial algorithm from [49, 50], one finds that the cohomology of the line bundle
O(−6,−n) receives contributions only to the maximal H5(A,O(−6,−n)). The
elements arise from local sections
H5
(
A,O(−6,−n)
)
:
1
yxzu1u2u3u4 Pn(~u)
(47)
in Cˇech cohomology. Similarly, one finds that for the second line bundle in (46)
only H3(A,O(0,−n)) 6= 0, where the elements consists of local sections
H3
(
A,O(0,−n)
)
:
1
u1u2u3u4 Pn−4(~u)
. (48)
Therefore, we obtain for the dimensions of the two line bundle cohomologies
h∗
(
A,O(−6,−n)
)
=
(
0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
(
n+3
3
))
,
h∗
(
A,O(0,−n)
)
=
(
0, 0, 0,
(
n−1
3
)
, 0, 0
)
.
(49)
Now, running back through the long exact sequences in cohomology for the two
Koszul sequences, one uniquely finds
h∗(Mn,OMn) =
(
1, 0,
(
n−1
3
)
,
(
n+3
3
)
− 1
)
, (50)
which is consistent with the holomorphic Euler characteristic (44).
We would like to compare this data with the corresponding Type IIB E3-
instanton zero modes. It is obvious that the F-theory zero modes of the divisor
Mn precisely match with h(En) in eq. (31). Therefore, we have the relations
shown in Table 4 between the equivariant cohomology of the O(1) Type IIB
divisor E and its F-theory pull-back M. How can we understand this uplift of
zero modes statistics Type IIB F-theory
(Xµ, θα) (bose, fermi) H
0,0
+ (E) H
0,0(M)
τ α˙ fermi H
0,0
− (E) H1,0(M)
γα fermi H
1,0
+ (E)
(w, γα˙) (bose, fermi) H
1,0
− (E) H2,0(M)
χα fermi H
2,0
+ (E)
(c, χα˙) (bose, fermi) H
2,0
− (E) H
3,0(M)
Table 4: Type IIB and F-theory zero modes for O(1) instanton.
the cohomologies? The answer is roughly the following: The presence of the
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O7-plane induces a monodromy on the homology of the elliptic fiber of the form
(A,B) 7→ (−A,−B), for A,B ∈ H2(T 2,Z). This means that an (i, 0)-form of
the “upstairs” D3-brane in X must be σ-odd in order to combine with the (1, 0)-
form of the fiber into an σ-even (i + 1, 0)-form. Only such a form will survive
the geometric quotient that gives us the F-theory fourfold Z
pi
−։ B = X/σ. The
uplift of the cohomologies is summarized in figure 4
h0,2− (E3)
h0,2+ (E3)
h0,1− (E3)
h0,1+ (E3)
h0,0− (E3)
h0,0+ (E3)
h0,3(M5)
h0,2(M5)
h0,1(M5)
h0,0(M5)
Figure 4: The even cohomologies of the E3 travel horizontally, whereas the odd
ones are raised to forms of the M5 of one degree higher .
We conclude that this non-trivial computation convincingly shows the equiv-
alence of E3-brane instantons in Type IIB orientifolds and vertical M5-brane
instantons in F-theory. In particular this implies that in F-theory hi,0(M) does
only count the universal and the deformation zero modes, which for E3-brane
instantons are described by open strings starting and ending on the O(1) in-
stantonic brane. From orientifolds we know that there can be additional matter
zero modes, arising from open strings from the E3-brane instanton to space-time
filling D7-branes. In F-theory these must come from intersections of the divisor
M with the components of the discriminant locus, over which the elliptic fiber
degenerates. We will discuss this important point in more detail in section 4.
Let us finish this section with some comments on the uplift of U(1) E3-
instantons. In the previous subsection we have discussed the splitting of the O(1)
instanton wrapping E2m into a pair of E3−E3’ branes each wrapping Em. This is
a U(1) instanton, as seen, carrying additional zero modes in the E3−E3’ sector
which can recombine the brane/image-brane. In F-theory this brane/image-brane
configuration corresponds to the restricted divisor
η2m − hψ
2
m−4 = 0 (51)
which is singular at η = ψ = 0. Even resolving the singularity, we did not find
the τ α˙ zero modes, so that in F-theory only the recombined O(1) instanton is
present. We would like to view this as a non-perturbative effect, which smooths
out this singularity in the perturbative E2m moduli space.
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Then the question arises whether there can exist U(1) Type IIB instantons,
which do not non-perturbatively recombine in the F-theory uplift. From the
discussion so far, for this to be the case we need an E3-brane wrapping a four-
cycle which does not intersect the orientifold plane. Moreover, from Table 4 we
expect that in this case the universal Type IIB τ α˙ zero mode appears as a non-
trivial element in H1,0(M) in the F-theory uplift. It is the aim of the next section
to construct such an example.
3.5 Non-recombining U(1) instantons in F-theory
In this subsection we will provide an example of a Type IIB orientifold and its
F-theory uplift which contains a U(1) instanton whose universal zero modes τ α˙
are not non-perturbatively lifted in F-theory, in order to find out to what mode of
the M5-brane they correspond. The considerably simple Calabi-Yau geometries
considered so far are not sufficient for this purpose so that we need to introduce
a second example of a Calabi-Yau three- and fourfold.8
Our aim is to define a geometry containing an E3−E3’ brane pair, which do
not intersect each other. This means in particular that the E3-brane does not
intersect the O7-plane. Then the D7-brane tadpole cancellation condition implies
that, for only a single SO(1) D7-brane present, the E3-brane does not intersect
the D7-brane either. Therefore, in the F-theory uplift there is no degeneration
of the elliptic fiber on the base of the M5-brane T 2 −֒→ M −։ E . This means
that its topology is M = T 2 × E and hence the holomorphic Euler characteristic
vanishes, as every element ωi ∈ H i,0(E) gives rise to both
ωi ∈ H i,0(M) and ωi ∧ ωT 2 ∈ H
i+1,0(M) (52)
for ωT 2 ∈ H
1,0(T 2). Type IIB orientifolds with involutions exchanging two divi-
sors have been considered in [35, 36]. A still very simple example of this type is
provided by starting with the quintic P4[5] and performing two del Pezzo transi-
tions. Then one can define an involution σ which exchanges these two del Pezzo
surfaces. Let us define this geometry in more detail, additional information can
be found in [35, 36].
The upstairs Type IIB orientifold
The toric data of our upstairs Calabi-Yau threefold is summarized in Table 5.
For such toric varieties there arise various phases (triangulations), where the
geometric ones — usually those with the maximal number of cones — are related
via flop transitions. In our case the toric ambient space has just a single such
phase Σ12 with 12 cones. This is the geometry discussed in detail in [42], where
one finds two dP7 surfaces intersecting over a P
1. Since these two dP7s are
8The reader not so familiar with toric geometry might directly jump to the next section,
where only the example from the previous sections is needed.
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intersecting each other, they are not suitable for F-theory U(1) divisors of the
non-recombining type we are currently looking for. In fact, wrapping an E3-brane
on both divisors lifts to a single, smooth M5-brane that satisfies Witten’s strong
criterion h0,i(M) = (1, 0, 0, 0) !
vertices of the coords GLSM charges divisor class
polyhedron / fan Q1 Q2 Q3
ν1=(−1, −1, −1, −1 ) u1 1 0 0 H
ν2=( 1, 0, 0, 0 ) u2 1 0 0 H
ν3=( 0, 1, 0, 0 ) u3 1 0 0 H
ν4=( 0, 0, 1, 0 ) v1 1 0 1 H +B
ν5=( 0, 0, 0, 1 ) v2 1 1 0 H + A
ν6=( 0, 0, 0, −1 ) w1 0 1 0 A
ν7=( 0, 0, −1, 0 ) w2 0 0 1 B
conditions: 5 2 2
Table 5: Toric data for the double dP-transition of the quintic threefold X = P4[5].
As we now argue, there exists a “non-maximal”9 triangulation (phase) Σ11
of the ambient space with 11 cones, which, when restricted to the Calabi-Yau
hypersurface, is nevertheless related by a flop transition to the “maximal” phase.
It is very convenient to describe this transition in two-dimensional Gauged Linear
Sigma Model (GLSM) language. Starting with the GLSM charges listed in Table
5, the D-term constraints for the three two-dimensional U(1) are:
|u1|
2 + |u2|
2 + |u3|
2 − |w1|
2 − |w2|
2 = ξ1 ,
|v2|
2 + |w1|
2 = ξ2 ,
|v1|
2 + |w2|
2 = ξ3 .
(53)
We impose ξ2, ξ3 > 0, ξ1 + ξ2 > 0, and ξ1 + ξ2 > 0. The “maximal” triangu-
lation/fan Σ12 corresponds to ξ1 > 0. We will now consider the transition from
ξ1 > 0 to ξ1 < 0. For ξ1 > 0 the set u1 = u2 = u3 is disallowed so that the
SR-ideal must contain u1u2u3. For ξ1ց 0 in the ambient toric variety, the sur-
face w1 = w2 = 0 shrinks to zero size. This is a P
2. Now, for ξ1 < 0 the set
w1 = w2 = 0 is excluded, i.e. the SR-ideal contains w1w2. For ξ1ր 0, the curve
u1 = u2 = u3 = 0, which is a P
1, shrinks the zero size. We conclude that in the
ambient space at the boundary of the Ka¨hler cone we have a transition from a
P
2 to a P1. This is not a flop transition, consistent with the fact the two related
triangulations have different number of cones. It can be checked that this phase
is geometric and Ka¨hler.
9By “maximal” we mean the triangulation that creates the highest amount of cones in the
fan. For this polytope, this would be the Σ12 triangulation with 12 cones.
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However, we still have to restrict this to the Calabi-Yau hypersurface con-
straint. Here we find that
ξ1 > 0 : P
2 ∩ [5H + 2A+ 2B] = P1, ξ1 < 0 : P
1 ⊂ [5H + 2A+ 2B] , (54)
so that we have a P1 in both phases and they are related by a flop transition. We
conclude that even though the phase Σ11 is not maximal on the ambient space,
it gives a well defined geometric phase on the Calabi-Yau hypersurface, which is
related to Σ12 by a flop transition.
As mentioned, in [42] the phase Σ12 has been discussed in detail and it was
found that the divisors A and B are two non-generic intersecting dP7 surfaces.
As we have seen above, in Σ11 the intersection curve P
1 is flopped, so that A and
B are two non-intersecting dP6 surfaces. Let us further discuss this latter phase.
In the basisH := Du1 , A := Dw1 and B := Dw2 the non-zero triple intersection
numbers are
IQdP26 = −H
3 + 3
(
A3 +B3 −H(A2 +B2) +H2(A+B)
)
, (55)
and the Stanley-Reisner ideal which is modded out from the intersection ring is
SR(QdP
2
6 ) = 〈v1w2, v2w1, w1w2, u1u2u3v1, u1u2u3v2〉. (56)
Consistently, we find that in the phase QdP
2
6 both divisors Dw1 and Dw2 have
Euler characteristic χ(Dwi) = 9.
Now we want the two non-intersecting dP6 surfaces to support our pair of
E3−E3’ instantons. Therefore we need to impose an orientifold projection which
exchanges them. The globally well defined involution doing this is
σ :
{
v1 ↔ v2,
w1 ↔ w2.
(57)
Using the projective equivalences we find that the O7-plane corresponds to the
fixed point locus defined by
v1w1 − v2w2 = 0, (58)
which describes a surface in the class [H+A+B] ∈ H4(X,Z), for which we com-
pute χ(O7) = 55 forQdP
2
6 . Furthermore, the isolated fix-point (0, 0, 0, 1,−1, 1, 1) ∈
X corresponds to the location of a single O3-plane.
F-theory uplift
As before we are looking for a projection mapping from the Calabi-Yau threefold
X to the quotient geometry B = X/σ, which is 2-to-1 away from the O3/O7-plane
and 1-to-1 on it. Such a mapping can be defined via
(u1, u2, u3, v1, v2, w1, w2) 7→ (u1, u2, u3, v1v2︸︷︷︸
v
, w1w2︸ ︷︷ ︸
w
, v1w1 + v2w2︸ ︷︷ ︸
h
) (59)
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with the new “downstairs” coordinates defined as indicated. In this quotient
geometry the location of the O7-plane corresponds to the divisor h = 0 and the
O3-plane is found at (0, 0, 0,−1, 1, 0) ∈ B. The toric data of this base manifold
and the elliptic P22,3,1[6]-fibration over it is described by the toric data in Table
6. The Calabi-Yau fourfold Z is then given as the complete intersection of two
polynomials
{P (6,0,0) = 0} ∩ {W (0,5,2) = 0} (60)
with the respective degrees indicated.
vertices of the coords GLSM charges divisor class
polyhedron / fan Q1 Q2 Q3
µ1=( 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 ) x 2 0 0 2σ + 2P + 2A
µ2=( 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 ) y 3 0 0 3σ + 3P + 3A
µ3=( 0, 0, 0, 0, −2, −3 ) z 1 −1 −1 σ
µ4=(−1, −1, −2, −1, −2, −3 ) u1 0 1 0 P
µ5=( 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) u2 0 1 0 P
µ6=( 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) u3 0 1 0 P
µ7=( 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 ) v 0 2 1 2P + A
µ8=( 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 ) h 0 1 1 P + A
µ9=( 0, 0, −1, −1, −2, −3 ) w 0 0 1 A
conditions: 6 0 0
0 5 2
Table 6: F-theory uplift fourfold of the exchange involution orientifold of QdP
2
6 .
From those vertices we can construct three consistent fans Σ˜28, Σ˜27 and Σ˜24
of the sixfold ambient space of the uplift fourfold. The first two correspond to
different uplift variants of Σ12 with dP7-surfaces, whereas Σ˜24 uplifts the Calabi-
Yau threefold QdP
2
6 associated to the fan Σ11 with a dP6-surface.
We focus on the last case of Σ˜24, which will be denoted as Q˜
dP6 . The base
B is again embedded as the divisor z = 0, which defines a threefold in the
class [σ] ∈ H6(Z;Z). The non-vanishing intersection numbers of the Calabi-Yau
fourfold are
IQ˜dP6 = −
5
2
σ4 + 5
2
σ3P − 5
2
σ2P 2 − σ
(
1
2
P 3 + 3P 2A− 3PA2 + 3A3
)
(61)
where the half-integers hint at the presence of an unresolved Z2-singularity, which
is related to the O3-plane identified in the Type IIB geometry. The Stanley-
Reisner ideal
SR(Q˜dP6) = 〈hw, xyz, u1u2u3v〉 (62)
then defines the intersection ring.
We now want to study the properties of the divisor w = 0, whose pre-image
under the orientifold projection mapping (59) is the disjoint pair {w1 = 0}∪{w2 =
23
coords: u1 u2 u3 v x y z
Q′1: 0 0 0 0 2 3 1
Q′2: 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
Table 7: GLSM charges of gauge-fixed, simplified ambient space.
0} of dP6-surfaces. Given the Stanley-Reisner ideal for the ambient sixfold, we
can gauge-fix h to one, and divide v by h. The resulting manifold is then the
ambient space described by the GLSM charges in Table 7 with Stanley-Reisner
ideal
SR = 〈u1u2u3v, xyz〉 , (63)
which describes the fivefold P3× P2231. The threefold in question is then given by
the intersection of two equations
{P (6,0) = 0} ∩ {W (0,3) = 0} . (64)
We easily recognize this as the product of a cubic in P3, and an elliptic curve. In
other words
Dw ∼= dP6 × T
2 (65)
with Hodge numbers:
h0,i = (1, 1, 0, 0) . (66)
As expected, since the two dP6 surfaces on the upstairs Calabi-Yau threefold were
non-intersecting, the F-theory uplift gives a dP6 surface dP6 ⊂ B, over which the
elliptic fiber does not degenerate. Therefore, both the fermionic zero modes θα
counted by h0,0+ (dP6) = 1 and the modes τ α˙ counted by h
0,0
− (dP6) survive in
the F-theory uplift. This M5-brane instanton can therefore be considered as a
U(1) instanton, which proves the existence of non-recombining/“genuine” U(1)
instantons in the non-perturbative F-theory framework.
This examples teaches us that the τ α˙ zero-modes of the E3-brane contribute
to h0,1(M).
4 Charged zero modes
In the previous sections we have considered the E3-instanton zero modes arising
from open strings starting and ending on the E3-brane (respectively for U(1) in-
stantons on E3 and its orientifold image E3’). Via the Sen-limit of the correspond-
ing F-theory uplift we have managed to relate the Type IIB instanton zero modes
to the zero modes of appropriate M5-brane instantons in F-theory. By this quite
explicit procedure we were able to confirm the results of [25], namely that these
zero modes are counted by the cohomology classes H i(M,OM), i ∈ {0, . . . , 3}
on the six-dimensional divisor wrapped by the Euclidean M5-brane.
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We know from Type IIB orientifolds that these universal and deformation zero
modes are only half of the story. Indeed from the intersection of the E3-branes
with the space-time filling D7-branes, there generically appear fermionic so-called
matter zero modes. These are counted by the cohomology classesH i(C,L⊗K1/2C )
with i ∈ {0, 1}, where C is the intersection curve of the E3-divisor and the internal
D7-divisor. Moreover, L denotes an additional line bundle present on the D7-
brane. Note that these additional fermionic zero modes cannot be neglected,
as they eventually determine to which effective operator the E3-instanton can
contribute.
Clearly, these fermionic matter zero modes must have a correspondence for
M5-brane instantons in F-theory. Noting that in F-theory the 7-branes are en-
coded in the degeneration of the elliptic fiber over some divisors Da in the base B
of the fibration T 2 −֒→ Z −։ B. Hence, one expects that the matter zero modes
are also encoded in the degeneration of the elliptic fibration. In general the total
discriminant ∆ of the elliptic fibration — which satisfies the D7-brane tadpole
condition [∆ = 0] = 12c1(B) ∈ H2(B,Z) — factorizes as
∆ = ∆R ·
K∏
a=1
∆δaa (67)
where we assume that the vanishing degrees δa are such that, due to the Kodaira,
or alternatively the Tate classification (see e.g. [51]) of possible fiber degenerations
on the smooth divisor Da = {∆a = 0} ⊂ B, we have the gauge group Ga. Usually,
there remains an I1 rest ∆R in the discriminant, which often is not smooth. The
simplest example of this is given by a smooth Weierstraß fibration, where no
further gauge enhancements occur and the discriminant has only one component
∆ = ∆R = 4 f
3+27 g2. However, the corresponding divisor DR = {∆R = 0} ⊂ B
is singular over the so-called cusp curve Ccusp = {f = g = 0} ⊂ DR.
In order to determine the complete matter zero modes for an M5-instanton
in F-theory one needs to understand the matter zero modes coming both from
the smooth components Da and from the generically singular component DR. It
is the aim of this section to study these two kinds of matter zero modes more
explicitly.
4.1 Matter zero modes from smooth ∆a
Let us start with the matter zero modes arising from the intersection of the
vertical M5-instanton M = π−1(E) ⊂ Z with the smooth components Da of the
discriminant locus supporting a gauge group Ga.
To get an idea how this is intrinsically described in F-theory, we consider the
simple example of stacks of D7−D7’ brane pairs in Type IIB and a single O(1)
E3-instanton. From the D7-branes we get U(na) gauge fields localized on the
complex two-dimensional divisors Da and bifundamental matter fields Φ(na,nb)
localized on the intersection curve of two stacks of D7-branes, i.e. Cab = Da∩Db.
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The number of these zero modes is given by the dimensions of the cohomology
classes
H i
(
Cab, La ⊗ L
∨
b ⊗K
1/2
Cab
)
, i = 0, 1 . (68)
In addition, Yukawa interactions Φ(na,nb)Φ(nb,nc)Φ(nc ,na) are localized on the points
where three such matter curves meet.
The E3-instanton now wraps a two-dimensional “upstairs” divisor E ⊂ X .
From the intersection curves Cea = E ∩Da one gets charged matter zero modes
λna in the fundamental representation of U(na). Their number can be computed
from the cohomology classes
H i
(
Cea, La ⊗K
1/2
Cea
)
, i = 0, 1 . (69)
Moreover, Yukawa-type interactions of the form
Φ(na,nb) λna λnb (70)
are generated on the triple intersection points E ∩Da ∩Db.
In the F-theory uplift, a surfaceDa appears as a component of the discriminant
∆ =
∏
a∆
na · ∆R, i.e. the elliptic fibration T 2 −֒→ Z −։ B degenerates over
the surfaces Da = {∆a = 0} ⊂ B of the type SU(na), i.e. the massive diagonal
U(1) ⊂ U(na) has been integrated out. This means that the line bundle La is
not visible in F-theory. The appearance of matter fields on Cab = Da ∩ Db can
be seen in F-theory as an enhancement of the ADE singularity type over Cab to
SU(na + nb). Similarly, Yukawa couplings are localized on the points where a
further enhancement to SU(na + nb + nc) happens. The E3-instanton on E lifts
up to a vertical M5-brane instanton M = π−1(E), i.e. M is a complex threefold,
where E = E/σ is a complex surface. Clearly, this threefold is by itself elliptically
fibered T 2 −֒→M −։ E . The matter instanton zero modes λna are then localized
on the curves Cea ⊂ E where the elliptic fibration develops an SU(na) singularity
and we expect that their number is still computed by (69) with La = O. This
singularity is further enhanced to SU(na + nb) on the points where Da and Db
intersect inside E . The singular geometry just described is schematically depicted
in Figure 5.
The way we have just formulated the appearance of M5-instanton matter
zero modes and its Yukawa-type interactions intrinsically as degenerations of the
elliptically-fibered worldvolume of the M5-brane can be generalized directly to
other degenerations of the elliptic fibration. We have listed two straightforward
possible local structures in Table 8.
It is now tempting to speculate that the structures just described also apply
to M5-brane instantons intersecting exceptional components of the discriminant
locus. To collect further support for this, let us consider the duality of F-theory
on K3-fibered Calabi-Yau fourfolds and the heterotic string on elliptically fibered
threefolds.
In this case, the base manifold B enjoys a P1 fibration over a complex surface
S, i.e. P1 −֒→ B −։ S. Now, let us assume that over S we have a degeneration
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Figure 5: SU(n) matter zero mode curves and Yukawa-type interactions in surface
E ⊂ M
Ga rep. of λ Ga ⊂ G˜b Yukawa
SU(na) na SU(na)× SU(nb) ⊂ SU(na + nb) Φ(na,nb) λna λnb
SO(2na) 2na SO(2na)× SU(nb) ⊂ SO(2na + 2nb) Φ(2na,nb) λ2na λnb
Table 8: Matter zero modes and Yukawa interactions for M5-brane instantons in F-
theory.
of the elliptic fiber of the type GUT type G ∈ {SU(5), SO(10), E6}. As shown in
[5, 7], we can describe the breaking of E8 to these gauge groups via the spectral
cover construction. Denoting n = rk(H) with H = E8/G, there exists a spectral
surface C, which we assume to be a non-degenerate n-fold cover of the surface
S carrying a line bundle N . With the spectral cover C
piC
−։ S, the push-forward
V = πC ∗N defines an SU(n) bundle over S. Now let us consider an M5-brane,
which is also vertical with respect to the P1 fibration of B, i.e. it wraps a complex
curve Σ ⊂ S.
The dual heterotic model is compactified on the Calabi-Yau threefold X de-
fined via the elliptic fibration T 2 −֒→ X −։ S, which arises via double covering
the P1 = T 2/Z2 of the F-theory base fibration P
1 −֒→ B −։ S. The breaking
of one of the E8 factors to G is achieved by an SU(n) vector bundle V
X on X ,
which according to [52] is defined by the Fourier-Mukai transform of precisely
the spectral cover data (C,N ). The restriction of the vector bundle V X to the
surface S is simply given by
V X |S = πC ∗N = V . (71)
The vertical M5-brane instanton is mapped by the duality to a world-sheet in-
stanton wrapping the curve Σ. As being discussed for instance in [53, 54, 55], the
left-moving fermionic zero modes of this world-sheet instanton are counted by
H i(Σ, V X |Σ ⊗K
1/2
Σ ) = H
i(Σ, V |Σ ⊗K
1/2
Σ ), i = 1, 2 . (72)
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and transform in the singlet representation of the non-abelian gauge group G.
This is also what we see in F-theory, as these modes arise from the intersection
of the M5-brane with the spectral cover.
The question is whether there can in principle be zero modes transforming
in non-trivial representation of G. Let us consider as an example the case of
G = SO(10). Since here one gets matter fields in both the spinor 16 and the
vector 10 representation of SO(10), one might be tempted to speculate that one
should get respective matter zero modes in these two representations. From our
discussion before, the natural guess would be that their numbers are given by
16 : H i(Σ, K
1/2
Σ ), 10 : H
i(Σ, K
1/2
Σ ) . (73)
In particular, this means that for Σ = P1 these zero modes are completely ab-
sent and that for higher genus curves they always come in pairs, whose number
depends on the spin structure of the curve Σ. By duality we expect the same
formula to hold in the heterotic theory.
Let us discuss the microscopic origin of these two kinds of matter zero modes
in eq. (73) from the F-theory respectively the Type IIB point of view. Here they
arise from the intersection of the instanton with the discriminant locus supporting
an SO(10) gauge group. Since the instantonic brane is like a probe brane, there
is no extra enhancements of the singularity type of the elliptic fibration over the
intersection curve Σ. What we can use though is the Type IIB description in
terms of stacks of (p, q) 7-branes with string junctions providing the massless
modes. Using the conventions of [56], the SO(10) stack is given by the 7-branes
A5BC , where A denotes a D7-brane of type (p, q) = (1, 0) and BC is the non-
perturbative description of an O7-plane, i.e. B is a (p, q) = (1,−1) 7-brane and
C a (p, q) = (1, 1) brane.
Adding to the A5BC configuration a 7-brane of type A gives the enhancement
to SO(12), while a brane of type B leads to E6. The massless modes come
from various kinds of (p, q) string junctions with their external legs ending on
the respective (p, q) 7-branes. The point now is that the E3-brane is SL(2,Z)
invariant, so that all kinds of (p, q)-strings can end on it. Therefore, the external
legs from the string junctions extending SO(10) to SO(12) or E6 can also end on
the E3-brane, providing the massless zero modes in the 10 or 16 representation
of SO(10). For the zero modes in the 10 representation the resulting picture is
shown in figure 6
What one might be concerned about now is that for a non-smooth M5-brane
divisor Msing the number of deformation modes hi,0(Msing) is first of all not
well defined and presumably changed relative to the number hi,0(Msmth) for the
smooth Weierstraß fibration. Indeed to compute hi,0(Msing) one first has to
resolve the ADE singularities of the elliptic fibration and then compute hi,0(Mˆ)
for the resolved Mˆ ⊂ Z˜. However, one might expect that by this process only new
elements to h2,1(Mˆ) and h1,1(Mˆ) appear so that we have hi,0(Mˆ) = hi,0(Msmth).
Following our general philosophy of concreteness, let us support this latter
claim by a simple though still non-trivial example. Namely, we consider our
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Figure 6: String junctions between the 7-brane stack A5BC and a single E3-brane
giving rise to matter zero modes in the 10 = 5+5 representation. The 5 and 5 is with
respect to the SU(5) ⊂ SO(10) on the five A branes.
preferred example of P411114[8] and its F-theory uplift and do not cancel the 7-
brane tadpole by just a single brane but instead split the discriminant into two
factors of the form
∆ = ∆R ·∆2
Sen
−−−→ h2
(
η215 − hχ22
)
u24 . (74)
This means that on the divisor u4 = 0 we do have an SP (2) = SU(2) singularity.
Since the discriminant has split into two components, we now get two kinds
of matter zero modes arising from intersections of the instanton En with the
SU(2) and SO(1) component of the discriminant, respectively. We will come
back to these matter zero modes later, but here we are interested in resolving
the SU(2) singularity of the Calabi-Yau fourfold and compute the cohomology
classes hi,0(Mˆ) of the resolved M5-brane divisor Mˆ.
In [9] it was described how to resolve such an SU(2) singularity using methods
from toric geometry (see also [57] for similar resolutions). Applying this formal-
ism, for the resolved space we obtain the toric data displayed in Table 9. The
SU(2) singularity is resolved by introducing the new homogeneous coordinate v
and a third equivalence relation. From the weights in Table 9 it is clear that the
resolved fourfold is not any longer a Weierstraß fibration. The Stanley-Reisner
ideal of the toric ambient space A is
SR(A) = 〈yxz, zv, u1u2u3u4, yxu4, u1u2u3v〉 (75)
which allows one to compute line bundle cohomology classes over the ambient
class using [49, 50]. The resolved M5-brane Mˆ is given by a further hypersurface
constraint of degree (0, n, 0) in the above Calabi-Yau fourfold. It is now a tedious
but straightforward exercise to compute
hi,0(Mˆ) =
(
1, 0,
(
n−1
3
)
,
(
n+3
3
)
− 1
)
, (76)
which agrees with the numbers obtained for the smooth Weierstraß fibration in
(50). Therefore, the uncharged zero modes can reliably be computed for the
smooth Weierstraß fibration, and the charged matter zero modes from the inter-
section of the M5-instanton with various components of the discriminant. Thus,
the explicit resolution Mˆ is not really necessary.
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vertices of the coords GLSM charges divisor class
polyhedron / fan Q1 Q2 Q3
ν1=( 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) y 3 0 1 3σ + 12H − S
ν2=( 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 ) x 2 0 1 2σ + 8H − S
ν3=( −3, −2, 0, 0, 0 ) z 1 −4 0 σ
ν4=(−12, −8, −1, −1, −1 ) u1 0 1 0 H
ν5=( 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 ) u2 0 1 0 H
ν6=( 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 ) u3 0 1 0 H
ν6=( 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 ) u4 0 1 1 H − S
ν7=( 1, 1, 0, 0, 1 ) v 0 0 −1 S
conditions: 6 0 2
Table 9: Toric data for elliptically-fibered fourfold over P3 with a smooth resolution
of the SU(2)-enhancement singularity.
4.2 Matter zero modes from ∆R
So far we have described the number of instanton matter zero modes coming
from degenerations of the elliptic fiber over smooth curves in the base E of M.
However, in most cases the discriminant locus also contains a non-smooth piece
DR. For the case of a smooth Weierstraß fibration this comes from the total
discriminant ∆R = 4f
3 + 27g2, which has a cusp singularity at f = g = 0. For
computing the total number of matter zero modes, one also has to understand
how many extra zero modes come from the singular curve E ∩ DR. In the Type
IIB orientifold, these modes arise from the intersection of the E3-instanton on E
with the single singular D7-brane {η2−ξ2χ = 0}. In this section, we will compute
the expected number of matter zero modes both in the Type IIB orientifold and
in the F-theory uplift. For doing this, we first tend to the problem that the D7-
brane in the Type IIB picture has a singular structure (Whitney umbrella), as is
explained at length in [44].
Desingularization of the matter curve in the Type IIB picture
In the Type IIB picture, the matter zero modes residing at the intersection be-
tween an O(1) E3-instanton and the singular D7-brane in the “upstairs” geome-
try, are defined by the equations of the form
C : {η2 = ξ2 χ} ∩ {QE = 0} , (77)
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where ξ is the coordinate that gets reflected by the orientifold involution. This
curve has double-point singularities10 at the loci
η = ξ = QE = 0 . (78)
Our objective is to count the “matter zero modes”, which are given byH0(C,K
1/2
C ).
Let us describe our Calabi-Yau threefold X a bit more precisely. In order
to eventually relate this Type IIB setting to F-theory, we need to regard X as
the double cover of a threefold B = X/σ that will be the base of our F-theory
fourfold. This is accomplished by taking B, and adding one more coordinate ξ to
it, such that ξ is a section of K−1
B
. One now has a fourfold Y4 with coordinates
Y4 : (~x = x1, . . . , xk︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
, ξ︸︷︷︸
K−1
B
) . (79)
To finish building X ⊂ Y4, we simply impose the hypersurface equation
ξ2 = h(~x) , (80)
such that X is the double covering of B branched along the locus {h = 0} which
can be seen as the O7-plane.
In the X = P11114[8] model, this construction is how we obtain X from P
3
by adding a coordinate ξ of degree 4, and imposing an equation of degree 8. In
the equations (77) for our curve C, (η, ξ, χ) are sections of (K−4
B
, K−1
B
, K−6
B
),
respectively, and QE will be denoted as a section of NE , when treated as sections
over B. The point is that we can pull-back all of these bundles onto X .
This is a non-transverse system at the locus η = ξ = 0. In order to desin-
gularize the curve C, we blow-up the weighted projective ambient space of the
Calabi-Yau threefold. After a simplification, this entails adding one more coordi-
nate t to our space, and imposing one more equation. In the end, we are left with
the following description of the proper transform C of the curve as a subspace in
the fivefold
Y5 : (~x = x1, . . . , xk︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
; ξ︸︷︷︸
K−1
B
; t︸︷︷︸
K−3
B
) (81)
with the constraints
C : {t ξ = η} ∩ {ξ2 = h(~x)} ∩ {t2 = χ} ∩ {QE(~x) = 0} , (82)
where the first relation comes from the blow-up constraint, the second is the
pullback of the Calabi-Yau hypersurface constraint, the third gives the proper
transform of the D7-brane, and the fourth is the pullback of the E3-brane.
10Note, that due to the dimensionality of the curve, the so-called pinch-points of the D7-brane
at η = ξ = χ = 0 will never generically lie on the E3-instanton.
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Counting matter modes in the Type IIB picture
The canonical bundle of the blown-up curve C is easily computed to be
KC = K
−7
B
⊗NE . (83)
In order to count the matter modes, we would now like to count sections of the
square root of this bundle, K
1/2
C
= K
−7/2
B
⊗N1/2E .
In order to keep track of potentially important information, we will separately
count involution-even and -odd sections of this bundle. In order to do so, we need
to define a consistent lift of the orientifold involution σ : ξ 7→ −ξ to the auxiliary
blow-up space. The choice consistent with the blow-up constraint t ξ = η is the
following involution:
σ˜ : ξ 7→ −ξ , t 7→ −t . (84)
Clearly, σ˜ projects to the original σ.
Let us now begin to count elements of H0+(C,K
1/2
C
). Unfortunately, index
theorems will not be helpful in this situation, as the indices will be vanishing. The
sections must be counted directly. This basically amounts to counting sections
of (the pullback) of K
−7/2
B
⊗N1/2E over Y5, made out of the coordinates in (81),
modulo the ideal11 IC generated by the relations in (82).
H0+(C,K
1/2
C
) = {Sections of K−7/2
B
⊗N1/2E over Y5/IC} . (85)
Involution-invariance means that they can only depend on the combination
ξt or on even powers of ξ and t. Fortunately, however, the first three relations in
(82) eliminate all such polynomials in favor of polynomials that depend purely on
the xi. Hence, we only need to count sections over B, modulo the ideal generated
by 〈η2 − hχ, QE〉
H0+(C,K
1/2
C
) =
{
Sections of K
−7/2
B
⊗N1/2E
∣∣
B
/
〈η2 − hχ, QE〉
}
. (86)
Similarly, one can show that H0−(C, ,K
1/2
C
) is given by sections over B of an
appropriate bundle. Since we want involution odd sections, they must be linear in
ξ or t (higher powers are eliminated by the relations in (82)). So we are counting
sections of the form ξP
K
−5/2
B
and tP
K
−1/2
B
, modulo the ideal 〈ξη−th, tη−ξχ, QE〉:
H0−(C,K
1/2
C
) =
{
Sections of K
−5/2
B
⊗N1/2E
∣∣
B
/
〈ξη − th, tη − ξχ, QE〉
}
⊕
{
Sections of K
−1/2
B
⊗N1/2E
∣∣
B
/
〈ξη − th, tη − ξχ, QE〉
}
.
(87)
So far our discussion has been quite general, but now let us apply this to
our example with X = P11114[8] and B = P
3. We remark that the following
computation goes through also in the more general case that B is a Fano threefold,
11In this case, we note that the relation η2 − hχ = 0 holds on C.
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i.e. the anti-canonical bundle is ample. For our concrete example we have KB =
−4H and we take QE = Qn to be a homogeneous equation of degree n. In order
to be able to treat K
1/2
C
as a bundle pulled back from B, we restrict to even n
which gives rise to a divisor nH .
To compute h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) we count sections of degree 14+n/2 over B, modulo
〈η2 − hχ, Qn〉. For simplicity, define the following notation:
N (n) = H0(B,O(n)) =
(
n+ 3
3
)
θ(n) with θ(x) =
{
0 if x < 0,
1 if x ≥ 0 .
(88)
This function counts the polynomials of degree n in four variables. Then we can
compute our dimension as follows:
h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) = N (14 + n
2
)−N (14− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 18) (89)
where the last term can be written as N (14 + n
2
− 32) revealing that it is due to
the degree-32 relation η2 − hχ. After simplifications, it can be shown that
h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) =
{
1
24
n (n2 + 3068) if 0 ≤ n < 36,
4 (n2 + 340) if n ≥ 36 .
(90)
Now let us count the odd sections. These are simply given by the polynomials of
degree 14 + n/2 that are linear in ξ or t (but not both) modulo the Qn relations
in (87). Performing a similar computation as before, we can write
h0−(C,K
1/2
C
) = N (10 + n
2
)−N (10− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 6)
+N (2 + n
2
)−N (2− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 14) .
(91)
This can be written as follows:
h0−(C,K
1/2
C
) =


1
12
n (n2 + 956) if 0 ≤ n ≤ 4,
1
16
(n3 + 8n2 + 1212n+ 160) if 4 < n < 12,
1
24
n3 + n2 + 431
6
n + 20 if 12 ≤ n ≤ 20,
1
48
(n3 + 120n2 + 1724n+ 14688) if 20 < n < 28,
4 (n2 + 148) if 28 ≤ n.
(92)
This completes the computation of the matter zero modes arising from the sin-
gular component of the discriminant in the Type IIB perspective. One might
be concerned that maybe only the invariant or anti-invariant matter zero modes
survive the orientifold projection. From the open string perspective, since an
E3 → D7 open string is mapped to a D7 → E3 string, this is actually not
expected and one should get h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) + h0−(C,K
1/2
C
) for the total number of
zero modes.
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To further support this, let us also compute the number of charged zero modes
for the case that the single D7-brane splits into a brane-anti-brane pair η16±ξψ12
so that it carries a U(1) gauge group. As we have seen in section 3.1, in this case
the two branes carry line bundles L± = O(±6). Since now the world-volume of
the D7-brane is smooth, we can directly compute H i(Σ, L⊗K1/2Σ ) for i = 0, 1.
The curve Σ is defined via the two constraints
Σ : {η16 + ξψ12 = 0} ∩ {QE(~x) = 0} , (93)
in P11114[8]. Using Serre duality one eventually has to count the sections
H0
(
Σ,O(n
2
+ 14)
)
+H0(Σ,O
(
n
2
+ 2)
)
. (94)
Using the same methods as before, one readily obtains
h0
(
Σ,O(n
2
+ 14)
)
= N (14 + n
2
)−N (14− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 2)
+N (10 + n
2
)−N (10− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 6)
(95)
and
h0
(
Σ,O(n
2
+ 2)
)
= N (2 + n
2
)−N (2− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 14)
+N (n
2
− 2)−N (n
2
− 18) .
(96)
Adding these two contributions, the term N (n
2
− 2) drops out and one obtains
the same total number of charged zero modes as for the single O(1) D7-brane,
i.e.
h0(Σ, L⊗K1/2Σ ) + h
0(Σ, L∨ ⊗K1/2Σ )︸ ︷︷ ︸
brane/image−brane
= h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) + h0−(C,K
1/2
C
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
recombined brane
. (97)
We would like to interpret this consistent result as evidence that performing the
blow-up of the singular curve C → C was the mathematically correct procedure to
reliably compute the number of matter zero modes. Moreover, the brane/image-
brane recombination apparently does not induce any pairing-up of the charged
zero modes and indeed in the recombined phase the total number of zero modes
are counted by h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) + h0−(C,K
1/2
C
).
Desingularization of the matter curve in F-theory
Let us now perform a similar computation in F-theory. Moving away from the
Sen limit the discriminant does not factorize any longer and is just given by the
single factor ∆ = f 3 − g2 = 0. Therefore, the matter zero modes reside on the
intersection curve of the generic discriminant with the E3-instanton given by:
CF : {∆ = f
3 − g2 = 0} ∩ {QE = 0} (98)
where f , g and QE are sections of K
−4
B
, K−6
B
and NE , respectively. This curve
has cusp singularities at the loci f = g = QE = 0. In order to count the zero
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modes, we will first desingularize this (non-perturbative) by blowing up the cusp
points. After some simplification, we are left with a new ambient fourfold X4,
whose coordinates are those of B plus one more coordinate, which is a section of
K−2
B
:
X4 : (~x = x1, . . . , xk︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
, s︸︷︷︸
K−2
B
) . (99)
The resolved curve CF is then defined by the constraints
CF : {s
2 = f} ∩ {s3 = g} ∩ {QE(~u) = 0} , (100)
whereby the first two relations are equivalent to the blow-up constraint plus the
proper transform constraint. For our standard example P11114[8], this can be
written as the complete intersection of three hypersurface constraints in X4 as
shown in Table 10.
Q F G u1 u2 u3 u4 s
n 16 24 1 1 1 1 8
Table 10: GLSM data of the resolved cusp curve.
Counting matter modes
From the data in the previous section we can compute that
K
CF
= K−7
B
⊗NE . (101)
Remarkably, this is the same bundle as KC in the weak coupling limit (83).
Let us now proceed to count sections of K
1/2
CF
. The constraint s2 = f can be
used to eliminate all sections of degree two and higher in s. The number of these
sections would be given by
h0s−indep(CF , K
1/2
CF
) = N (14 + n
2
)−N (14− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 34)
h0s−linear(CF , K
1/2
CF
) = N (6 + n
2
)−N (6− n
2
) .
(102)
Next we have to take care of the constraint s3 = s f = g, which relates s-
independent sections to s-linear sections. Eliminating s-linear sections by s-
independent sections by {s f = g}, {s g = f 2} and repairing that we have double
counted sections s f g = g2, we have to add to (102) the three contributions
δh0(CF , K
1/2
CF
) = −N (n
2
− 10)−N (n
2
− 18) +N (n
2
− 34) (103)
so that in total we find
h0(CF , K
1/2
CF
) = N (14 + n
2
)−N (14− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 18)
+N (6 + n
2
)−N (6− n
2
)−N (n
2
− 10) .
(104)
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We observe that this result is different from the Type IIB result but that the
first line in (104) corresponds precisely to the result for h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) in (89). As
shown in Figure 7, we have the relation
h0+(C,K
1/2
C
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIB orient.
< h0(CF , K
1/2
CF
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F−theory
< h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) + h0−(C,K
1/2
C
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIB orient.
. (105)
Assuming that blowing up the cusp curve is physically the right way to proceed,
our results indicate that going away from the perturbative Type IIB orientifold
limit, some (but not all) of the matter zero modes are paired up.
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Figure 7: The three moduli functions show the relation of (105).
Q R u1 u2 u3 u4
n 16 1 1 1 1
Table 11: GLSM data of the auxiliary curve CA.
Finally we observe that the number of zero modes on the F-theory side can
be represented as
h0(CF , K
1/2
CF
) = h0+(C,K
1/2
C
) + h0(CA, K
1/2
CA
) (106)
if an additional curve CA is introduced, which is specified by the toric data in
Table 11. This curve could be described by the intersection of the vertical M5-
brane divisor with a factor of the form ǫP16 − 2h2 in the discriminant, which
can be related to the O7-plane in the Sen limit ǫ→ 0. With the so far collected
information, it is not clear whether this is just a coincidence or whether this tells
us that the actual number of F-theory matter zero modes is given by deducting
this contribution from the naive F-theory result. In this later case, the F-theory
matter zero modes would be given by h0+(C,K
1/2
C
). Hopefully, future study will
clarify this subtle point.
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4.3 Phenomenological consequences
The results of this section show that also in F-theory there exist charged matter
zero modes, which are not included in χ(M,OM) and which carefully have to be
taken into account for deciding to which four-dimensional effective couplings an
M5-brane instanton can make a correction. Generically, an M5-brane will inter-
sect certain components of the discriminant locus leading to matter zero modes
in the fundamental representation of the respective gauge group. This included
also any singular component — generically a non-ADE degeneration of Kodaira
type I1 — of the discriminant. Therefore, when building for instance concrete
global F-theory realizations of GUT models, only a careful zero mode analysis
can tell whether there are non-perturbative effects which can for instance break
supersymmetry via a Polonyi-type mechanism or induce KKLT type instanton
corrections to the closed string superpotential.
Indeed, for moduli stabilization respectively for deciding whether an N = 1
string compactification is non-perturbatively unstable, one needs to look for in-
stantons which contain no charged matter zero modes at all. A sufficient condition
for the existence of such a potentially destabilizing instanton is that in addition
to the M5-brane being rigid, i.e. hi,0(M) = 0 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, all intersections of
the M5-instanton with components Da of the discriminant occurs over curves of
genus zero such and that the bundle Va restricts trivially on it. Indeed, only in
this case one finds
E ∩ Da ∼= P
1
 H∗
(
P
1,O(−1)
)
= (0, 0) . (107)
This is directly analogous to the known heterotic string condition [53], that a
world-sheet instanton on a rational curve can only contribute to the uncharged
superpotential, if the vector-bundle restricts trivially on it.
One should keep in mind that what we have discussed so far is just the zero
mode structure of M5-brane instantons. The complete instanton generated am-
plitude does not only involve the integral over the zero modes and its absorption
amplitudes, but — at least for holomorphic N = 1 couplings like the superpoten-
tial or the gauge kinetic function — a one-loop determinant for the fluctuations
around the instanton solution. Recall that in the Type IIB compactification,
this one-loop determinant was nothing else than just the exponential of the open
string one-loop amplitudes, i.e. the annuli and Mo¨bius strip amplitudes, involving
at least one boundary on the E3-instantonic brane. Therefore, one expects that
also in F-theory the corresponding one-loop determinant receives contributions
from open Euclidean membranes ending on the M5-brane.
In the next sections, we will elaborate on the possible zeroes of the one-loop
determinant.
4.4 Counting three-cycles on the M5-brane
As stated in the previous section, counting zero modes is not sufficient to deter-
mine the structure of the effective term generated by an instanton. One must
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also have information about the one-loop determinant. Since this determinant is
typically a section of a line bundle over a (complex structure, and open string)
moduli space, it will have vanishing loci.
The structure of the one-loop determinant was elucidated from the M5-brane
point of view in [41], where it was shown that the presence of three-cycles in the
M5-divisor can lead to cancellations. Therefore, we will now proceed to study
the three-cycles of the M5-brane.
Intuitively it is clear that there should be a relation12 between the topology
of the F-theory M5-brane divisor M = π−1(E) and the resolved Type IIB inter-
section curve C of the single D7-brane and the instanton E. More specifically,
one should be able to determine the topology of M by knowing the topology of
the double cover E of its base E , and how the elliptic fiber degenerates over it.
We have already seen that involution-even cycles in E become cycles of M. We
have also seen that an involution-odd n-cycle will combine with the A-cycle of
the elliptic fiber (which is itself involution-odd), into an (n+1)-cycle ofM. But
we have not yet accounted for the full Hodge diamond of M. There are some
cycles in M that do not originate from cycles in E. Let us reveal this relation
for our concrete example.
The aim now is not just to compute hi,0(M) but the whole Hodge diamond
(see [59] for related work on Calabi-Yau threefolds), which means in particular
h1,1(M) and h2,1(M). For doing this we proceed by first computing the Euler
characteristic of M
χ(M) = −48n (n+ 20) , (108)
so that using the already known hi,j(M) we can immediately conclude
h2,1(M)− h1,1(M) =
n3
6
+ 21n2 +
2891n
6
− 1 . (109)
We expect that h1,1(M) = h1,1+ (E) + 1. For the orientifold invariant and anti-
invariant elements in h1,1(E) we find
h1,1+ (E) =
2n3
3
− 2n2 +
7n
3
, h1,1− (E) =
2n3
3
+ 2n2 +
103n
3
, (110)
which is consistent with χ(E) = 2n (n2 + 22). Therefore, we obtain for the
M5-brane divisor
h2,1(M) =
5n3
6
+ 19n2 +
2905n
6
h1,1(M) =
2n3
3
− 2n2 +
7n
3
+ 1 .
(111)
Except for the elliptic fiber, all Ka¨hler classes ofM are inherited from the invari-
ant Ka¨hler classes on E. As before, the anti-invariant elements H2,0− (E), H
1,1
− (E)
12In [58] such a correspondence was found for local colliding SU(nc)× SU(Nf ) singularities
with a (gauge) instanton on the colour SU(nc).
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and H0,2− (E) give rise to elements in the third cohomology of M
H2,0− (E)→
{
H3,0(M)
H2,1(M)
H0,2− (E)→
{
H1,2(M)
H0,3(M)
H1,1− (E)→
{
H2,1(M)
H1,2(M)
. (112)
We have already seen that actually all elements of H3,0(M) come from H2,0− (E).
However, not all elements of H2,1(M) can be explained by elements of H2,0− (E)
and H1,1− (E). Indeed there are precisely
hˆ2,1(M) = h2,1(M)− h1,1− (E)− h
2,0
− (E) = 16n (n+ 28) (113)
such extra elements. Observing that the factor (n + 28) looks familiar from
eq. (83), we realize that hˆ2,1(M) is directly related to the Euler characteristic of
the curve C in the Type IIB orientifold
hˆ2,1(M) + hˆ1,2(M) = −
1
2
χ(C) = g − 1 (114)
where g is the genus of the curve C. This result can be understood as follows.
Every non-trivial one-cycle H1(C) of the Riemannian surface C is actually trivial
as a one-cycle in the surface E, since H1(E) = 0. This means that each one-cycle
Z1 ∈ H1(C), can be written as the boundary of some two-chain C2 ⊂ E
Z1 = ∂C2 . (115)
Let us now look at how this chain comes about in the geometry of the M5-brane.
Choose a basis A,B for the one-cycles H1(T
2,Z) of the elliptic fiber, such that
the A-cycle collapses in the presence of a (perturbative) D7-brane. We notice
that the A-cycle can be fibered over the two-chain C2, and that, by definition, it
will collapse above the locus ∂C2 = Z1, since the two-chain ends on a D7-brane.
This means that the A-cycle fibration over C2 is a three-cycle Z3 ∈ H3(M). In
other words, one-cycles at the (desingularized) intersection curve C of E3 ∩ D7
give rise to three-cycles in the M5-brane.
Due to the orientifold projection, however, not all one-cycles will give rise
to a three-cycle. The A-cycle in the elliptic fibers suffers the monodromy A 7→
−A under the orientifold operation. Therefore, in order to make a three-cycle
that survives the combined orientifold actions on the base space and the elliptic
fiber, only involution-odd two-chains, σ∗C2 = −C2, can be used. Hence, only
involution-odd one-cycles in C give rise to three-cycles in M. Since all elements
in H0,3(M) have been accounted for in our analysis, we conclude that
hˆ2,1(M) + hˆ1,2(M) = b1−(C) . (116)
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The Lefschetz fixed-point theorem tells us that
b1−(C) =
χ(C
σ˜
)− χ(C)
2
. (117)
where C
σ˜
are the fixed points in C under the involution σ˜ : (ξ, t) 7→ (−ξ,−t).
By inspecting (82), we see that C
σ˜
= ∅, from which we conclude that
b1−(C) = −
1
2
χ(C) , (118)
exactly as predicted in (114).
It is in this sense that the curve on which the matter zero modes are localized
is encoded on the geometry of the F-theory divisor M. Therefore, at least for
the case of just a single D7-brane in Type IIB, i.e. a smooth Weierstraß fibration
of the Calabi-Yau fourfold, we have related the whole Hodge diamond of the M5-
brane threefold divisorM to the (equivariant) cohomology of the Type IIB O(1)
E3-brane divisor E and its intersection with the D7-brane. The lower half of the
Hodge diamond of M can be written as
1
h1,0+ (E) h
0,1
+ (E)
h2,0+ (E) + h
1,0
− (E) h
1,1
+ (E) + 1 h
0,2
+ (E) + h
0,1
− (E)
h2,0− (E) h
2,0
− (E) + h
1,1
− (E) +
g−1
2
h0,2− (E) + h
1,1
− (E) +
g−1
2
h0,2− (E)
Table 12: Hodge diamond of the M5-brane.
We expect this relation between three-cycles in the M5-brane divisor and one-
cycle in the matter zero mode curves to generalize to the case when the discrim-
inant splits into more components over which the elliptic fiber can degenerate.
To provide an example of this we consider the discriminant already discussed in
the section 4.1, i.e. the split into an SU(2) locus and a remaining SO(1) locus.
In this case, we find for the Euler characteristic of the resolved M5-brane divisor
Mˆ in the fourfold geometry in Table 9
χ(Mˆ) = −48n2 − 846n (119)
which compared to (108) shows that the Euler characteristic has increased relative
to the Weierstraß fibration. This means that the number of three-cycles has
decreased. We have already shown that hi,0(Mˆ) does not change relative to the
smooth Weierstraß fibration. Due to the resolution of the SU(2) singularity,
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we expect that the number of Ka¨hler forms increases by one, i.e. h1,1(Mˆ) =
h1,1(M) + 1, which using χ(Mˆ) allows to compute h2,1(Mˆ) as well. From this
we can conclude that the contribution to b3(Mˆ) not yet accounted for is
hˆ2,1(Mˆ) + hˆ1,2(Mˆ) = 2 (16n2 + 391n+ 1) . (120)
These are the three-cycles, we expect to arise from the matter zero mode curves C1
and C2. The contribution from the intersection with the SO(1) divisor η
2
15+hχ22
can be computed as before
hˆ2,1(Mˆ) + hˆ1,2(Mˆ)|SO(1) = b
1
−(C1) = −
1
2
χ(C1) = 30n (n+ 26) . (121)
The Euler-characteristic of the SU(2) matter curve C2 is χ(C2) = −2n(n + 1),
i.e. the curve C2 has 2g(C2) = 2n(n+1)+2 one-cycles. If each of these one-cycles
induces a three-cycle in Mˆ we get
hˆ2,1(Mˆ) + hˆ1,2(Mˆ)|SU(2) = 2 g(C2) = 2n (n+ 1) + 2 . (122)
Adding the contributions from the two matter curves C1 and C2 we precisely get
the number (120) expected for the resolved M5-brane divisor.
4.5 Three-cycles and the M5 partition function
In [41], the partition function of the M5-brane was studied from many points
of view. The important result was that, beside the presence of the zero modes
on which we have focused so far, the partition function of the M5-brane, and
hence the putative effective superpotential that it can generate, may suffer from
cancellations if the M5-brane divisor has a non-trivial third cohomology group
H3(M).
More specifically, the effective theory of the M5-brane is known to contain a
“chiral” two-form β2 propagating on its worldvolume, whose field-strength T3 is
self-dual. The M5-brane effective action also couples to the bulk 11d supergravity
threeform C3, of field-strength G4, which, in the analysis of [41], is subject to
the condition G4|M = dT3. This implies that the restriction of G4 to the M5-
brane must be cohomologically trivial. The moduli space of “flat three-form
connections” C3 restricted toM is a torus, known as the “intermediate Jacobian”
of M:
JM = H
3(M,R)/H3(M,Z) . (123)
Witten showed that the partition function of the worldvolume two-form β2 is a
section of a holomorphic line bundle L over the intermediate Jacobian, JM, of
M:
Z(β2) ∈ Γ(L) with π : L → JM .
By virtue of being the section of a line bundle, as opposed to a function, the
partition function will vanish on (real) codimension two loci over the moduli
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space of the supergravity C3 form. In the models of [58], for instance, these
vanishing loci were interpreted as points in the C3 moduli space where quark-like
zero modes become massless.
Armed with our dictionary for the Hodge diamond of M in terms of the
equivariant Hodge diamond of E3-divisor E — see Table 12 — we can now shed
some light on this intermediate Jacobian from the perturbative, Type IIB orien-
tifold point of view. The intermediate Jacobian can be written in the following
factorized form:
JM =
(
H2−(E,R)
)2
×H1−(C,R)/
((
H2−(E,Z)
)2
×H1−(C,Z)
)
. (124)
We can now isolate the individual contributions and interpret them. The con-
tribution from H1(C) is the expected contribution from the matter zero modes
emanating from the D7/E3 intersection curve C. Here we see that, only when
this (desingularized) intersection curve has genus zero, does the contribution to
JM vanish.
The H2− factor contains the invariant geometric moduli of the instanton h
0,2
− ,
which we already expect to be hazardous to the generation of the superpoten-
tial. However, it also has a contribution from the h1,1− Hodge number, which is
a priori not detected by the standard zero mode counting of instantons. This
contribution has the following interpretation. The dimensional reduction of the
supergravity threeform C3, whose moduli space we are parametrizing, gives rise
to the NSNS B2-field in ten dimensions. The orientifold projection requires that
B2 be involution odd. In orientifold models with b
2
−(X3) = 0, such as our favored
P
4
11114[8] example, this field is a priori projected out. However, if the cohomology
of the E3-instanton has b2−(E) 6= 0, then the B2-field is allowed to take on con-
figurations that are non-trivial in the cohomology of the E3, even though they
are trivial in the Calabi-Yau threefold. It is precisely these B2-field moduli that
contribute to JM.
Hence, even if the E3-instanton satisfies the criterion that h0,i(M) = 0 and
our criterion (107), its superpotential can still have zeroes at non-generic loci in
the closed string moduli space. Hence, an even stronger, sufficient criterion to
have a nowhere vanishing, uncharged superpotential is to impose, in addition,
that
b2−(E) = 0 . (125)
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have considered the relation between E3-brane instantons in
Type IIB orientifold settings and M5-brane instantons in F-theory. Here we
have put special emphasis on the appearance of the various kinds to bosonic
and fermionic zero modes. In Type IIB string theory these can be described as
Euclidean open strings with at least one boundary on the E3-brane, whereas in
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F-theory they are given by open membranes with at least one two-dimensional
boundary on the M5-brane. Instead of quantizing this latter system from first
principles, we have gained quite a lot of information by carefully uplifting the
known structure from Type IIB orientifolds.
Here we have been very explicit by working out the structure of two still
very simple but non-toroidal Calabi-Yau orientifolds and their F-theory uplifts.
Therefore, this work also puts the ideas and computational techniques about E3-
brane instantons to a new level of sophistication in that it deals with genuine
Calabi-Yau manifolds. From inspection of the results for the uncharged zero
modes for these two examples, we were able to identify the line bundle cohomology
of a vertical divisor on the Calabi-Yau fourfold with the equivariant line bundle
cohomology of the corresponding divisor on the upstairs Calabi-Yau threefold.
We also analysed in detail the non-perturbative fate of perturbative U(1)
instantons. Only if the elliptic fiber does not receive the monodromy of an O7-
plane, the τ α˙ zero modes remain unlifted. This translates to the statement that
τ α˙ zero modes that survive non-perturbatively will must up as one-cycles of the
M5-brane.
Uplifting the known results for charged matter instanton zero modes to F-
theory, we delivered an inherent F-theory description for them. These matter
zero modes arise on codimension one hypersurfaces in the base of the elliptically
fibered vertical M5-brane divisor, over which the fiber degenerates according to
the Kodaira classification. Yukawa type zero mode absorption interactions be-
tween two charged zero modes and a single matter field are supported on codi-
mension two loci, i.e. points, in the base of the M5-brane. The appearing F-theory
zero modes and Yukawa type interactions generalize the known Type IIB results
in that they also include possible enhancements to exceptional groups. A fair
amount of analysis was done for the computation of matter zero modes arising
from the intersection of an instanton with the generic singular I1 factor in the
discriminant. Our result indicates that part of the Type IIB zero modes are
non-perturbatively lifted when moving away from the Sen limit.
We have shown that the entire Hodge diamond of the M5-brane divisor in F-
theory is determined by the geometry of the E3-brane in the upstairs Calabi-Yau
threefold geometry and its intersection curves with the space-time filling D7-
branes. The dictionary is summarized in Table 12. We gave a simple example
supporting that this quite intriguing geometric relation continues to hold for more
involved degenerations of the elliptic fibration.
Finally, we gave a Type IIB orientifold interpretation of how the three-cycles
of the M5-brane contribute to the instanton one-loop determinant, and found that
an E3-instanton has more potentially harmful moduli than meet the eye. From
this we derived a sufficient criterion (125) to generate an uncharged, nowhere
vanishing superpotential.
We focused on the fluxless case for simplicity, although it would be useful to
generalize these results to the case with background four-form flux as considered
in [60, 37, 38, 39, 61], and further analyzed in [62].
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Even though our methodology was necessarily quite technical in nature, we
would like to emphasize again that all results obtained have direct consequences
for the low energy effective action of F-theory compactifications on Calabi-Yau
fourfolds. For an instanton to contribute to a certain coupling in the action, all its
fermionic zero modes need to be absorbed. This implies in particular, that M5-
brane instantons with charged matter zero modes can only contribute to those
terms in the superpotential with the appropriate number of charged matter fields.
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A Equivariant index theorems
Index theorems are very useful tools that allow one to compute analytic indices of
operators in terms of topological invariants of a space. A prominent example of
a useful index theorem is formula for the Euler number of a complex n-manifold
M in terms of the top Chern class of its holomorphic tangent bundle TM :
χ(M) ≡
2n∑
i
(−)i bi(M) =
∫
M
cn(TM) , (126)
where the Betti numbers bi are the analytic indices of the de Rham exterior
derivative.
Another important example is the Riemann-Roch theorem. Given a holomor-
phic vector bundle V overM , one can define an analytic index for the holomorphic
covariant derivative:
∂¯V = ∂¯ + A
0,1
V , (127)
where A0,1V is the (0, 1) part of the connection on V . Defining cohomology
groups H i(M,V ), which can be thought of as “V -section valued (0, i)-forms”,
the Riemann-Roch theorem gives us the relation:
χ(M,V ) =
n∑
i
(−)i dimH i(M,V ) =
∫
M
ch(V ) Td(TM) , (128)
where ch(V ) is the Chern character of V , and the Todd class Td(TM) can be
expanded as
Td(TM) = 1 + 1
2
c1 +
1
12
(c21 + c2) +
1
24
c1 c3 . (129)
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The most useful application of this formula comes about, when one knows by
other means that the groups vanish for i > 0, in which case one is only left with
a formula that computes the dimension of H0(M,V ), i.e. it counts the number
of holomorphic sections of V .
There are, however, useful generalizations to index theorems that apply to
situations where the manifold admits some sort of group action on it. More
specifically, in the framework of orientifold compactifications, where we have a
Z2-involution σ acting on our threefold X , one can define how the involution
acts on the various cohomology groups of interest, and decompose the groups
according to the Z2-grading:
H i = H i+ ⊕H
i
− . (130)
Similarly, one can generalize the concept of index, to a Z2-equivariant-index as
follows:
n∑
i
(−)i (dimH i+ − dimH
i
−) . (131)
The so-called equivariant index theorems allow us to compute such indices in
terms of characteristic classes of the underlying spaceM , and the subspaceMσ of
fixed points under the involutions. We will now state two such useful theorems,
which generalize the two theorems in (126) and (128).
A.1 Lefschetz fixed point theorem
We begin by stating the Lefschetz fixed point theorem, which is the equivariant
generalization to (126) applied to Z2-involutions. See [53] and [63] for more
details. Let M be a manifold of real dimension m, and σ an involution with a
fixed-point setMσ ⊂ M . Defining an induced action on the De Rham cohomology
of M , H∗(M), such that H i = H i+ ⊕H
i
−, then we have
L(σ,M) ≡
m∑
i
(−)i(bi+ − b
i
−) = χ(M
σ) , (132)
where the right-hand side is simply the Euler number ofMσ. This index is known
as the Leftschetz number of σ.
There is a very useful theorem that states the following equality:
χ(M/σ) = 1
2
(
L(σ,M) + χ(M)
)
,
=
m∑
i
(−)i(bi+)
(133)
In other words, Euler number of the Z2-orbifolded space is given by the average
of the Lefschetz number and the Euler number of M .
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A.2 Holomorphic Lefschetz theorem
We will now state the equivariant generalization to the Riemann-Roch theorem
(128) for Z2-involutions.
Let M be a complex n-dimensional manifold, and σ an involution acting on
it with a fixed point set Mσ. Let π : V 7→ M be a holomorphic vector bundle
on M , for which the action of σ lifts to an action σ∗ on V , such that π ◦ σ∗ = σ.
Then σ∗ acts on a section s(x) of V as follows:
σ∗(s(x)) = ρ(σ)V × s(σ(x)) (134)
where ρ(σ)V is some representation of Z2 acting on V .
We may now decompose H∗(M,V ) = H∗+(M,V )⊕H
∗
−(M,V ), and define the
holomorphic Lefschetz number as
χσ(M,V ) ≡
n∑
i
(−)i (dimH i+ − dimH
i
−) . (135)
We first state the holomorphic Lefschetz theorem, and then explain the notation:
χσ(M,V ) =
∫
Mσ
chσ(V)Td(TM
σ)
chσ(Λ−1N¯Mσ)
. (136)
Here, Λ−1N¯Mσ =
∑n
i Λ
iN¯Mσ is a formal alternating sum of exterior products of
N¯Mσ , the complex conjugate of the normal bundle of M
σ ⊂M .
The equivariant Chern character chσ(V ) is defined by representing V as a sum
of line bundles, Li, that are eigenbundles of σ
∗, V = L1⊕. . .⊕Lk. In other words,
one decomposes ρV (σ
∗) into irreducible representations. Then, the definition of
the character is the following:
chσ(V ) =
k∑
j=1
ρjch(Lj) where ρj = ±1 . (137)
To demystify this relation a bit, let us restrict to the case where M is a
complex surface, and Mσ is an isolated complex curve. Using the fact that,
almost by definition, σ∗(NMσ) = −NMσ , we can write:
chσ(Λ−1N¯Mσ) = chσ(O − N¯Mσ)
= 1− chσ(N¯Mσ) = 1 + ch(N¯Mσ) .
(138)
With a bit of algebra, one arrives at the following formula:
χσ(M,V ) =
∫
Mσ
1
2
chσ(V )
(
1 + 1
2
c1(M
σ) + 1
2
c1(NMσ)
)
. (139)
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For trivial V , this gives us the following simple relation:
χσ(M,O) =
2∑
i
(−)i(h(0,i)+ − h
(0,i)
− )
= 1
4
(χ(Mσ) +Mσ ·Mσ) ,
(140)
where the last term is the self-intersection number of Mσ in M .
For the case where M is a divisor in a Calabi-Yau threefold X , the relation
can be simplified further to the following:
χσ(M,O) = −1
4
∫
Mσ
[M ] , (141)
where [M ] is meant as the element in H2(X), Poincare´ dual to M .
Note that we can extract the even and odd indices as follows:
1
2
(χσ(M,O) + χ(M,O)) =
∑
i=0
(−)i h0,i+ ,
1
2
(χσ(M,O)− χ(M,O)) =
∑
i=0
(−)i h0,i− .
(142)
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